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Psych department 
overruled on marks — .'>y>Jv - .Y*

V Tv
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By DAVID CHUD contained in the refusal that professors and because of his past
A recommendation by the York Halpern received October 26. academic record he can be trusted 

psychology department that a The letter informed Hal pern that to do his work, 
particular fourth year student be his petition had been refused and He argues as well that because a 
allowed to take all six of his classes said in part “that it could not make detailed description of ungraded 
on an ungraded basis has been a decision on a petition involving a courses work must be submitted he 
overruled by the Faculty of Arts iniversity-wide issue which is wouldn’t be able to get away with 
Committee on Applications and currently under review and dedicating his work in more than 
Memorials. discussion in this and other one course as is done in

Howard Halpern, a general faculties.” graded courses,
honour students in psychology The decision of members of the 
claims: psychology department to protest
“On Monday October 26 the the decision is seen by some as the 

Committee on Applications and beginning of a general push for 
Memorials of the Faculty of Arts in more autonomy within the 
effect reversed a decision of one departments, 
psychology student, each of his six The Council of the York Student 
professors and the Department of Federation has asked student 
Psychology.” ombudsman Ken Hundert to in- , .. .

The committee’s move has vestigate the situation. Hundert *ormat,on may be given If I am to
be evaluated at all, I want to be 
evaluated accurately,” he said.
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Halpern feels that ungraded 
courses are more honest in that 
instead of letter grades which are 
ambiguous and may be interpreted 
one way by the professor and 
entirely differently by the student.

“The ungraded system provides 
a method whereby sufficient in-
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,apparently sparked a debate over will meet with assistant dean of 
departmental sovereignty. The arts H.C. Sigman of the ap-
department has already sent a plications and memorials com- He also feels that the kind of 
letter of protest. mittee Monday. respect between teacher and

After receiving the support of Halpern put forward five student that makes for real lear-
each of his six professors and the arguments for ungraded courses in °mg must come from an at-
psychology departments (through his case. mosphere with as much freedom
the undergraduate studies com- First, Halpern argued, that 35 possible, 
mittee) Halpern petitioned the except for one class he would be Halpern has talked to an official
Committee on Applications and working on his own. The professor at the University of Waterloo A common sight around the Central Square is people sitting on

4‘ . J “ his regularly structured course where he plans to do graduate, t*16 fl°°r' eating on the floor, and in this case, sleeping on the >
„ i2t2*5)er,26’ H^Pern received has agreed to Hal pern’s proposal, work next year. The official ap- floor. Someone must be taking York's planners at their word —
Ifjf of refusal from 0,6 com" Halpern feels because he is proved his proposed method of that Central Square was for congregating, rappinq beina

Tpem had argued that in two h”m P"-' » 'Unfortunately there are few faSmie? raPP,n9' bC'"9-

previous ungraded courses his 
relationship with his professors 
was extremely good and the en
vironment for learning was better 
than in graded courses.

The psychology department’s 
mdergraduate studies committee 
dealt with the issue at its meeting
“Tmnti^hv fv f no • j n l By WENDY DENNIS Condemning the acts of the FLQ government under the War “Instead of concentrating both

A motion by Prof. David Baken „ , as. uihuman and sinister , Lewis Measures Act, the police dragnet our nationalisms against the true
to send a letter pf protest to the Jïï “ l»“<* »“* «>»' history has failed to turn-up the kid menace SïïL to ito
Committee on Applications and ÏZT wat repression always follows in the nappers.
y®™01™!8 was accepted and wül S,S?sficVnî wake of “that kind of terrorism.” “If I’ve got to suffer the damn said,
be drafted by Prof. Koenig. enthusiastically for JheJhree Answering those who have thing, I’d like it to have been

The protest note will ask for who vehemently condemned his party for “playing
written reasons for the refusal of S*!5‘ P°Utics” bX denouncing Trudeau’s
Halpern’s petition and recom- <^ratl.®n®1 Wdr Measures Act. moVe to impose the War Measure 
mends that the cast be recon- *uDaX!r,newis’ ®ePu*y leader of Act, Lewis replied, “If our purpose 
sidered. 016 NDP, condemned the in- was to play politicis we’d have

So far the only official word vocation of the War Measures Act done like the Tories and changed 
which has been received from ??.a deliberate attempt by the our tune.” 
applications and memorials was Llberal government ito frighten

the Canadian people.”

Lewis distrusts Trudeau

Teach-in condemns War Measures

south — we fight each other,” he

He spoke of Quebec as an “un
successful — but none of this has derdeveloped country” whose 
happened,” he said. people have been using their

Lewis also took a cynical view of “bnrte physical force” to develop 
Trudeau’s promise not to misuse their land for the “peop1' outside”, 
the powers granted his govern- “So don’t be surprised if they 
ment under the War Measures Act. begin to sound dissatisfied,” he 

“I suppose Mr. Trudeau doesn’t added.
™£*dt® 60 0131 don’t «mow. The situation in Quebec is one,
ELL*. atr??ge tîun§s ”ot of “absolute poverty”, but
lately,1 can t tell what he mtends “relative poverty which is ex-
to do, he said. plosive in the world today,” Mr.

“I’ve watched him discarding Morin said, 
die garments of social progress he He called the FLQ manifesto 
once wore and I’m not so sure he “social indictment of Quebec

festiveDaext^Th is bavblg a fund r?isin8 rock “Obviously the staff (secretaries, etc.) of York are civil liberties he once8 wore.” he ^ointinTouTthat^emniovment
festival next Thursday. It will cover McLaughlin excluded from this co-operative aspect of the centre added. ■ P?lntl^£,out 11131 une?ipl^meni
common room and dining hall as well as the Winters in that they are required to work a full week Lewis also pointed out existine “* !s ?®~œai 9% fnd
timing room. “Also tho «. . c*wis aiso poiniea out existing promises to rise to 15% this winter,

___ , . . Also excluded is the student with an extremely sections of the Criminal Code he asked the audience aecnsimtiv ■
Z ŒLÏVan<>US yP6S folk-singers h^vy schedule.” which could easUy have been used “Low many of you taiew S®”'will be featured. Simpson emphasizes the need for increased by the government to deal with the ltT- . y y . ,

The groups will perform in the dining halls, while facilities for the centre and suggests that a subsidized FLQ. T»6 invocation of the War
the common room will host the folk performances, centre with a capital operating budget from the “Trudeau hrnnuhi the Measures Act will create an
Admission cost is $1.50. university might be an alternative to a purely co- Meas^es Act doïL to nroLct the 'men'hn* spiral m Canada: more

The festival is being held to generate funds for the operative effort. poliS ybeS eovemmfnt of *press™’ mor? vlol®nceV
centre. “In the meantime,” Simpson said, “the ad- tte^anelu e^Lment d37“un,te’more law order’ he
• “At Present the fees are minimal, in accordance mmistration shows no inclination to act to fulfill its of Montreal and the general con- r i it • u , t

with the philosophy of the centre, with a resultant community responsibilities. The present York Day ditions Trudeau insistS on haSL .^-.lecturer m history at
lack of capital for such things as art and medical ^ Centre then, because of this negligence, is left in Quebec ” he said 8 s , University, condemned
supplies, motor development toys and in some cases wdl l.hc responsibihty to fill-in as much as possible. Lewis chastised the cur for 7,11(16311 S actlon as wel ‘
even basic foodstuffs,” explained Stewart Simpson, a To fulfill this function, he says the centre needs faiiin„ tn _ nrnararrim„ “Prime Minister Trudeau wants
day care member. more student volunteers as well as money. i„ni„8 la.t . p^ai"ine..on to make the people of Canada fit

Simpson is urging members of the York community fhnuahf it Znid iT t!! y the constitution. I think the con-
to turn out to the festival. ZSLi ° stitution should be made to fit the

He feels a poor turnout would be interpreted by people of Canada,” he said,
university administrators as a sign of lack of com- - P°^ce confiscate a He called the government’s
munity support and hence hurt the centre in its z?"? because they see the word action a move “to create a phony
negotiations for increased space for next year. Cubism and think it has something unity which is, in effect, English

TTie money to be derived from the ‘Thing’ will point 10 do Cuba, something is Canada carrying out the conquest
to a better future for day care facilities at York. wrPn6’ be added. of Quebec once more.”

r, r> r> t „ Support for the centre has been slow in developing. Jacques Yvan-Morin, professor However, he doubted that the
. vnare CenÎTe™ls ^ally an urgent need Sandy Stewart, Ann Darcy and Joan Roth started the ** aî University of Montreal, people of Canada will accept this
m the York Commumty. The accent is on ‘partially’,” ball rolling. Concerned parents added momentum “d spokesman for the Parti “phony unity" much longer
simpson said., and helped to knock over the proverbial ad- Québécois, called for an end to the “People are beginning to catch

for example, it requires of applicants that they ministratiye obstacles. strife which has existed between on to this flag-waving and singing
nthp? ohi&n1 016 Centr® Carmg "[t s time 016 student body, faculty and staff added 1French and English Canada for so of the national anthem instead of 

for their own and other chddren. to that momentum.” long. facing real problems,” he |aid.

Lewis pointed out that even with 
the sweeping powers granted the

l

Day Care rocks for funds a

A secondary objective, Simpson says, is the in
troduction of four new groups and three folk singers 
to York.

The performing aspects of the “Thing”, as the 
festival is being dubbed, will be co-ordinated by 
Peaceful Experiments in Art and Rythmn (PEAR), a 
new Canadian agency promoting new Canadian 
groups only.
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University gives in to consumer30% SAVINGS
to University Staff 

and Students
reflected in the university, with the long; they should come back for whether or not they were at- 
former in ascendency. further education after broader ex- tractive or valuable.

Sydney Eisen, chairman of perience in the outside world.
York’s history department saw the 
university interacting more with 
the outside community and as a 
focus for culture, entertainment 
and continuing education.

The university will have to get

By PAULTHOMSON
Dr. J. Corry, former president of 

Queen’s university declared last 
Thursday university faculty should 
not be “mere hash slingers, 
bringing in what the students want 
from the kitchen.”

At the same time they should not 
become solely “instruments of 
public policy.” According to Corry 
the last decade has seen Univer
sities become “public service 
institutions,” with increasing 
demands by the public sector for 
educated specialists.

Now he sees universities 
becoming “smothered in the bear- 
hug of comprehensive public 
policy,” as part of an integrated 
provincial education system.

These remarks were made at the 
symposium entitled The Changing 
Role of the University held in honor 
of president David Slater’s instal
lation.

About 35 persons attended.
Today large numbers of people 

come to university for reasons 
other than those of 20 or 30 years 
ago, Corry said.

He outlined several of them 
including parental pressure, lack 
of anything else to do and 
prolonging adolescence.

But those students “do not want 
severe academic discipline”. 
Instead he declared, they want 
“consumer preference” in courses 
and content.

Howard Adelman, assistant dean 
of Atkinson college, agreed with 
Corry that universities are 
becoming part of public policy, but 
there was little more common 
ground.

Corry, he said, was expressing 
legitimate concern for older elitist 
values, “the aristocratic sense of 
the university,” but Adelman does 
not share these values.

He wondered what policies and 
what values the university would 
be asked to uphold. At the present 
he sees conflict between the 
“technological managerial” class 
and the older enteprenerial class

When asked about Rochdale, To
ronto’s experimental ‘free’ college, 
Adelman said it attracted a lot ofAdelman pointed out that in the

Sa"ri oTfhfscholarto6 be ah- society’s unsolved problems, so the
educational experiment was dif
ficult to make.PURS enated, in order to criticize society.

by He felt “exercises in variety” From the audience, York 
into politics, he said, because were g00(j for universities because president David Slater agreed 
“great interests are at stake’. js ironic that those educated there was alienation, but criticized

He wondered how much longer soieiy for economic roles are now “simplistic analysis”, 
the Canadian university could be fjn(jjng j0bs hard to find. He also called for better use of
run on an eight month basis. Alternative life styles and ex- the resources we now have, before 
Comm unity interests and greater periments in education should be further demands are made for 
utilization of the university s facili- founded he said, to determine government funds, 
ties have to be dealt with, he said.

York student David Chud called 
the university a refuge for 
“freaks” and others who don’t fit 
into society at large. For many 
York is alienating, a waste of time, 
but easier than finding a job, he 
said.

He Hoese if Appel
Wholesale Manufacturers

House of Appel 
Advantages .

■

PART-TIME LAB ASSISTANT
1. Cut down the 

high cost
Avoid the middle man 
profit.
Buy direct from the Manu
facturer at lower prices.

2. 400 of the finest furs 
of every description are now 
available direct from our 
wholesale factory to you.

3. REAL FUN FURS
Large selection starting at 
$125.00.
4. SUEDE & LEATHER
also savings on famous 
brand of genuine suede and 
leather in the latest colours 
— Plain and Trimmed.

Work entails cleaning laboratory benches, 
glassware, and other equipment; and assisting 
full-time support staff in setting up equipment 
and chemicals.

People coming from the “high 
end” of university have difficulty 
finding a place in society.

Chud found it significant that 
none of the other panelists had 
talked about students. He doubted 
that the university would meet its 
challenges and thought it unwilling 
to accept social criticism.

In further comments, Corry said 
he diverged with Chud on what is 
relevant. He pointed out that the 
university is keeping students too

Working hours 9 a.m. to noon, Monday to Friday 
to March 31, 1971.

Some basic knowledge of chemistry is desirable 
but not essential.

To apply, please call:

Department of Personnel Services 
York University

635-3904

Û.

SALE Usual
m

Hi-Fi Components & TV’s
Dual, Sansui, Pioneer 
Scott, Kenwood, Dyna 

TV's — Zenith, 
Sylvania, Panasonic

HALLMARKSOUND 
OF CANADA 

1912 AVENUE ROAD

&
Zand*/

RU.1-0157 
RU. 3-2582 ^CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISINGWANT ADSS

RECORDS 
THE BIG 
PROFITS

We sell records & tapes 
at a low mark-up.

Any $5.29 LP for S3.39 
Any $6.29 LP for $3.89 

Any LP on the market plus a 
record trade with you in mind

SCREW WANT AOS ere accepted In our offices in the 
Central Square, Suite 111. Cost S1.C0 prepaid, 
maximum four lines. Deadline Tuesday 3 p.m.

— Used carslY,
STUDENT

RENTALS
FOR SALE: 69 Volkswagen Deluxe, excellent 
condition. Best offer. Call Bill, 425-9012.

— Essay typing
JobsTRY US

EXCEL^^
TYPEWRITERS

5324 YONGE ST.

EXPERT TYPING of essays, thesis, letters, 
etc. Own paper or supplied. Fast, accurate 
typing. Reasonable rates. IBM Selectric with 
Film ribbon. Call Gloria Gibson at 922 7090.

TYPING DONE AT HOME: Essays, reports, 
etc. Pickup and delivery available. Call 244- 
4172.

THE RECORD GARAGE 
113 KENNARO

Mon. to Fri. 7 - 9 pm Sat. 12-6 pm 
or call us at 638-0551 after 7 pm 

Immediate delivery on most albums

HELP WANTED: in part-time direct sales. 
For information call Peter at 863 0984 (days).

*• >5*I FEMALE STUDENT WANTED: Live in, 
baby-sitting and light household work. Salary 
Included. Call 225 5834.

f
TYPING: Essays, thesis, any copy typing. 
Reasonable rates. Will pickup and deliver. Call 
Mrs. Truman, at 889-5193.

— Accommodation -SECOND-HAND
CLOTHING* WANTED: Heated garage in Downsview 

Willowdale area for motorcycle repair. Call 
Vern Reid, 635-2329 (days) or 630 4675 (nights).

New & Used Electrics 
and Standards 500 different items for 

males & females.
It’s cheaper & a lot 
more interesting — 

Something to bring 
joy to everyone. 

SECOND TIME 
AROUND

292 DUPONT STREET
( just west of Spadina) 920-5926 
Tues, to Sat. Noon - 8 p.m.

— RidesFREE
DELIVERY 225-4121 __Professional

Services
RIDE WANTED: Tuesday and Thursdays 
from Bathurst-Lawrence-Marlee area to York 
Campus arriving 9 or 10 a.m. Will share ex
penses. Call 787-2389.

?
* P [TYPEWRITERS] GLASSES THE SAME DAY: We fill doctor's 

prescription, repair and replace broken 
glasses expertly. Large selection of modern 
frames at reasonable prices. Call Cary Quail 
(Optician) at 638-2020, of ABEL OPTICAL, 
Jane 8. Finch Mall, opposite Food City. Mon.- 
Fri. 10-9 p.m. Saturdays 10-6 p.m.

NEEDED: Ride to Nova Scotia or part-way for 
Christmas break. Will share expenses. Call 
Jacqueline at 636-8254.ADDING

MACHINESE GOING TO MONTREAL, every weekend. 
Have room for four passengers. Share ex
penses. Call 499 0348 between 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.N( TV/S

— Miscellaneous —House if Appel T LAKEFR0NT LOTS
and acreages on 25 different 
lakes in the PARRY 
SOUND, MUSKOKA, HALI- 
BURTON, KAWARTHAand 
RIDEAU LAKE 
ranging from $800.00.
Terms: 10% down; balance 
over 5 years at bank terms. 

Call after 8 p.m. 889-5924

STEREO
TAPE

RECORDERS
— For sale LOST : A gold bracelet with a heart locket. 

There are 3 small blue stones on the heart. If 
found please return to Bev Mann. I work in the 
Bookstore, or call 636-7914 and leave your 
number. There is a reward !

119 Spadina Ave. 
Corner of Adelaide 
Toronto 2B, Ont.

A FOR SALE : Atlas tubeless studded winter 
tires. New. Original price $54.00, now $30.00. 
Phone Darya after 4 p.m. at 239-0056.STEREO

RECORD
PLAYERSL SKIS FOR SALE: Tony Sailor Skis regular @ 

$170.00 $185.00, 1970 model, 100% fiberglass,
size is 215 cm. Brand new, still packaged. Will 
sell for $95.00. If Interested call 635-9218 
anytime after 5:30 p.m.

SKI BOOTS. Lange Competitions, size 7, one 
year old, excellent condition. New $195.00, Now 
$95.00. Call Grant Carter 621-5917.

363-7209 BARGAINareas
Free Parking at corner. BEAUTIFUL UNIQUE 

100%INDIAN MADE 
SILK SCARVES

18" X 72" ONLY $3.75 
C. Kapi, Grad. Residence 2, 
#1504 Telephone 636-8010

S 698-2589Showroom hours 
Saturday

Phone for an appointment.

Take advantage of this unique 
opportunity.

9-6 p.m. 
9-1 p.m. DANFORTH 

TYPEWRITER
2940 DANFORTH AVE. 

FREE DELIVERY

RENT A T.V.
B & W and Colour 

Special Student Rates 
Free Servicing

PHONE 923-8481 
RADIO CITY
Electronics Ltd.
515 Yonge Street

XSAVE UP TO 75% /

vesuviana pizzeria 1969-70 SKI EQUIPMENT
SKI FASHIONS 
BOOTS 
SKIS

/
50 - 75%OFF 
40 - 50%OFF V> 
30-40% OF F

and spaghetti house 128 Hucknall Road 
in the University Colony Plaza

OSCAR’S SKI SHOP
1201 BLOOR ST WEST

Sun to Thuzs 4 pm -1 
Fri nnd Sat 11 am - 2am PHONE 638 -1632am

PHONE 
LE 2-4267 I

I
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The Matheson case ■j

Atkinson investigates
;Jrv

The Atkinson student assembly Hollis Rinehart, English depart- degrees from Canadian univer- 
Saturday deferred discussion of ment chairman at the day school, sities
the recent resignation of Professor These three departments all Matheson’s third degree, the 
Gwen Matheson to its next refused to give Matheson a full- University of Toronto Master of 
meeting, November 14.

Student Bob Holden was asked to

r>: "
( mmspecifically Miss K „

-Philosophy.
Matheson had earlier expressed

time position.
The letter asked that York and 

compile relevant facts and report Atkinson issue official statements concern that she may not have 
them to the assembly on on Matheson’s not being hired full- been given a full-time position at 
Matheson’s charges that she was time. York because non-Canadians on
not allowed to teach Canadian “This situation illustrates the hiring committees are unfamiliar 
studies at Atkinson. lack of emphasis on the im- with the degree.

Holden hopes to gather enough portance of Canadian studies and The Phil.M. degree is ap- 
information by November 14 to calls into question the viability of proximately equivalent to a Ph D. 
convince the assembly to set up an 
investigation into the resignation.

“I’m just going to look into it so 
that I can present the facts in an 
objective manner at the next 
meeting,” Holden told EX
CALIBUR.

A .

J

n

Freedom of 
the press

“Then it will be up to the j 
assembly to carry the ball.” j 

Holden says he intends to in- I 
terview Atkinson humanities I 
department chairman W.B. Carter I 
to get his version of why Matheson I 
obtained only a part-time position I 
in American studies with that I 
department. •

Matheson recently resigned 
from the U.S. course because she 
“finally reached the point. . .where 
I felt I could not stomach another 
year of collaborating in the 
Americanization of York 
students.” j

On October 23, the University of i 
Toronto’s Graduate English « 
Association passed a motion j 
protesting Matheson’s situation. | 
(Matheson is doing her Ph.D. work i 
at U of T.) j

In a letter the GEA condemned | 
“the fact that Miss Matheson was j 
not permitted to teach in Canadian j 
studies, an area in which she is | 
qualified and deeply interested and j 
was instead only permitted to I 
teach American studies at I 
Atkinson college.” I

The letter was sent to W.B. I 
Carter, humanities division chair- j 
man at the York day school and [_

!Were you at the Politics and the Press symposia last Thursday 
from 4 to 6 pm? Were you impressed with the sincerity of Peter 
Newman and Douglas Fisher in advocating freedom of speech?

Do you remember Douglas Fisher saying around 4:45 pm that 
Peter Reilly of CTV in Ottawa was going on the air at 6 pm with a 
story of how Marc Lalonde (Trudeau’s right hand man) had been 
“spreading rumours”?

Do you remember Peter Newman repeatedly leaving the panel 
discussion? Was he out making phone calls? Did you read Peter 
Thomson’s column in the Tely on Saturday, Oct. 31,1970?

“While discussing rumors, how about this one? It 
seems Peter Reilly of CJOH-TV had a hard-hitting 
piece on how the Government is promoting rumors 
scheduled for Thursday evening.

Before broadcast time, he was contacted by a 
Cabinet Minister who said some of his information 
was incorrect and the minister could provide 
background information if Peter postponed his 
broadcast.

Peter did so, and was sitting in the minister’s office 
being briefed when a telephone call arrived from his 
boss.

Apparently Toronto Star editor Peter Newman had 
been advised about the proposed Reilly broadcast, 
had called Reilly’s boss, and questioned some of the 
material he was going to use.

Mr. Reilly’s boss said he would talk to Peter about 
it, but didn’t know where to reach him. Whereupon,
Mr. Newman provided the telephone number where 
Reilly could be reached at that moment."

Do you think that Peter Newman believes in freedom of speech?
— Hume W. Pollock

ft
I

What are you doing after the ceremony? Excalibur - Harry Kit2

Slater installed 
short circus

and staff of York.By BARRY LERNER
Dr. David W. Slater was of- Slater then took his presidential 

ficially installed as York oath and was formally installed as 
University’s second president in president by board of governors 
front of Governor-General and chairman W.P. Scott.
Mrs. Michener and 1,000 York Slater’s first actions as president 
onlookers Friday in the Tait- were to recommend the conferral 
Mackenzie centre. of an honorary Doctorate of Laws

The formal convocation, chaired on the Governor-General and the 
by chancellor Floyd Chalmers, conferral of an honorary Doctorate 
was called to order and greetings of Letters on Mrs. Michener. 
were given to the president from The Governor-General delivered 
the Association of Universities and the convocation address.
Colleges of Canada, the province of Speaking in French, he stressed 
Ontario and the faculty, students the desire to have communication

between Canadians of both 
languages and said that university 
should act as a vehicle for this.

In English, he gave special
Something new in off-campus will be Wednesday, November 11, Stanley Burke, carries the title Sociology program and Dr. Ed of^Lav^ ^Glmdcm^coltetL^and 

education begins next week m what at 8 p.m. in Holy Trinity Church in “What Kind of Toronto?” File, director of the Canadian Atkinsn^.’ college 8
has been termed an experiment Trinity Square. The second session, November Urban Training Project and a ue concluded that the fun-
m’E àfm 7sP tommove the f.^0png.thos7a^Pating ^ the 18, will deal with alternatives to the member of the Atkinson sociology d^ientai educational issue of the

ine aim is to move me first session will be George Lacey, automobile. Participants will faculty. 70'= is .-tn determine the emnhasisthehore of“a°rr^5fng°Smproblemn L?™*/ e"Sinfr ..from “dude A.T.C. McNab, Ontario Other participants will include which the diversity will place on
Saving r2ommendatLns in the t*♦ t8 fa.utom°t,ve deP“ * tmJnllst^ h»ghways Margaret Campbell QC, Aid., John its functions to students and to the
fields8 nftrZnnrt.Mnn expert ; Metro Trafflc Com" architect Colin Vaughan who led Sewell and representatives of community ”
‘‘^nle riwer’’ p missioner Sam Cass; and Metro the “Stop Spadina” campaign, citizens organizations. community,

in „ j Traffic Planner John Vardon, CNR vice-president D.V. Gonder, Students are expected to zero in
students in two sociology and recently back from a study of and MPP Donald Deacon, a on controversy between elected with Slater’s installation address

di=in«„o .Juh f0UrSfS W1j European systems. vigorous promoter of fast rail representatives and citizens which focused on the role of the
dialogue witn experts and men Spirited debate is anticipated but service for the northern (i.e. York) groups and, in particular, the university and the society to which 

,7 llalTS1°nS t0 York sociologist Susan Fish em- suburbs. recent refusal to renew a sup- it belongs.
Ail recommendations. _ phasized that the aim is to avoid a The third session, November 24, porting grant for one of the major Slater spoke of the negative and

Z? videotaped Spadina Expressway type con- will deal with “People and organizations. positive effects of society’s
for use either in educational or frontation and rather to consider Power”, an analysis of direct achievements. He said students

• p™gra™‘ what type of transportation system citizen participation on the Participating in the program are had doubts about replicating the
lJ 1 P UOn by is best adapted to the developing political process. students from Social Science 378, post-war social system.

twUi Toronto life-style. This session will be under the SocUfowr 343, A and B the He felt York has come a long way
e xi s U n str a n s no r i pm ^ series, being planned by direction of Dr. Stuart Crysdale, Sociology of the City, con- towards participatory democracy
existing transportation system, York Television Co-ordinator chairman of the Atkinson College centrating on politics and poverty, but has a long way to go.

Community class studies transportation

The convocation was concluded
I

Canadian music: are we listening?
By JEFF OTIS

Bemie Finkelstein, owner of True North record label 
and manager of Bruce Cockburn, Canadian folk star, puts 
it bluntly :

“People respect Cockburn, but they always ask the 
same question, when are you going to the States?”

Making it in the U.S. market seems to be the status 
symbol of our Canadian musical scene. Canadians are not 
content with recognizing talent, only gold records.

Cockburn, who did the award winning soundtrack for 
the movie, Coin Down the Road, has no urge to become 
part of the action in the U.S. He is content to reside in 
Canada; the question is, are we going to allow him to 
stay?

The problem is one of finance. In Canada if a record 
sells 100,000 copies it has saturated our market. The 
comparable record in the U.S. must sell 1,000,000 copies, 
the corollary there being instant fame, the token ap
pearance on the Ed Sullivan show, and engagements at 
the Fillmore in New York. Why not here?

On the whole, (excluding American subsidiaries of 
certain record companies) the money is not there. To 
promote a group, one needs a large interested market. We 
have a potentially good market but not the interest !

program of both Folk and Rock.
It is sponsored by Winter’s College, essentially non 

profit, and will take place in the Winter’s Dining Hall and 
Common Room. Friday is folk and Saturday rock with an 
adjacent licensed discotheque.

The program will cost $1.50 and $1.25 for Winter’s 
Students. We solicit your support in making our show a 
continuous one. The acts for the first two weekends in
clude:

Fri. Nov. 6: Murray McGlauchlin — wrote two songs for 
Tom Rush; recently played at the Riverboat and with 
Lighthouse at the St. Lawrence Centre.

Sat. Nov. 7> Steel River — hit single, Ten Pound Note, 
from album Weighin Heavy was recent pick hit in 
Billboard.

Fri. Nov. 13: Bruce Cockburn — Canada’s best resident 
folk musician.

Sat. Nov. 14: Tribe — funky rock, extremely danceable.
We are currently negotiating with Perth County Con

spiracy, the surprise stars of Mariposa, to take part in an 
Alice's Restaurant kind of dinner and a following folk 
concert. By press time contracts will probably have been 
signed.

The best resident Canadian musicians will be brought to 
York. That is my aim. Are we going to listen?

Guess Who and Gordon Lightfoot, who are all replanted 
Canadians.

Technically native Canadian records are on par with 
any foreign competitor. With recent government rulings 
encouraging Canadian play in records, there will be an 
uprise in the notoriety of certain artists.

As Finkelstein so aptly puts it, “Two years ago there 
was no Canadian record industry.” The CRTC is allowing 
Canadian recording artists to remain here. Times are 
changing, are we?

For instance, browsing through the record section of our 
much criticized York book store, there was a definite and 
almost pathetic lack of both rock and folk records that are 
Canadian made.

I am tired of listening to Janis Joplin on their tape 
recorder. Why not Cockburn, Ian and Sylvia, Mash- 
makhan, Crowbar, Steel River or Edward Bear? They can 
compete, and my personal feeling is that they do rate.

It is unfortunate that we have to depend on CHUM AM 
for our value judgements. It is stations like CHUM who 
push the hell out of certain records and make or break 
them.

I’d like to make a personal plea of my own. Myself and a 
fellow by the name of Mel Foster (who produced the 
concert, Who Live at Leeds) have organized a trial
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Naked came Polonsky j( Ah, woe is man and child
A question, often posed by those great “Jesus, is the average ripped off the Ed Mirvish system how sick the masses are, then yet time another one of the gathering

self-righteous, “I’m bourgeois and person a dumb boor” syndrome, and went to see the play for free as one more event happened that walked out of the bar, “Hey Harry,
hope I’m proud of it” members of This radicalism turned cynicism a friend of mine is in the cast. But evening to submerge me even look at the knockers on that one”,
the accomplished middle class, is trend has seemingly engulfed me. alas, cynics, do not despair. For more into my cynicism. Well, I thought, are these hooters
that query most often heard at Take the birthday party I went to here again I joined your ranks. It is 3 a.m. and five of us are and jeerers about to make the 
weddings or Bar-Mitzvahs, when last Saturday afternoon. Here was Despite a truly entertaining walking down Yonge Street, revolution? Have the masses
the rich, slightly sloshed uncle this innocent four year old girl performance, I spent the whole Saturday, being Hallowe’en, is the nothing better to do than whistle at
from the garment industry ropes having an innocent birthday party, intermission berating the audience night on which all the female fags on Hallowe’en? Ah, woe is
the radical nephew with the long Here I was looking forward to this for coming too well dressed to the impersonators in Toronto gather man and Hallowe’en,
hair, as he emerges from the men’s innocent good time. But did I get performance. You would think that for the annual transvestite and Those damn masses. Those
washroom. it? Of course not. First, I had to people would see HAIR as an ex- homosexual ball at a bar near cold, insensitive, boorish, dumb

“Tell me, my young radical criticize the child in her wild-eyed cuse to come dressed in jeans to Yonge and Wellesley. Across the clods roaming about our streets
hippie friend, what happens to all materialistic tearing open of the the Royal Alex. Ah, Woe is man, street from the bar, even at this and universities not capable of
your university ideologue types presents. Then I went on to and garment! hour, were hundreds of people seeing any further than their own
after a couple years of this Ho Chi criticize the whole batch of And if that did not convince me gathered to hoot and jeer every noses. But the revolution? Ah, 
Mao stuff that they fill your heads youngsters in their annoying, woe is man and nose!
with up at that big, fancy college never satisfied, in short-bitching 
you go to with your father’s mannerisms, 
money?”

Well, after a serious sociological any chicken.” and “Do I have to 
study undertaken on this campus, I sing Happy Birthday? I hate birth- ' 
talked to an old radical yesterday, day cake anyways.” And from 
and apparently all the old Marxists here I went on to criticize the ad- 
become cynics. After any gather- ults for their complacency in per- 
ing where the silent masses gather petuating this whole birthday 
either to discuss political issues or mess. Ah, woe is man, and child ! 
just to get drunk, the radicals My next bout of cynicism occor- 
mope about lamenting about the red later on that evening when I at- 
sorrowful head space of the tended that monument to love and 
average York plebeian. The evolu- peace and groovy things. HAIR, 
tion of the masses has now become Ah, I can hear you cynics now. 
the revolution in spite of the 
masses. The masses are simply too 
boorish to handle their own revolu
tion.

Such classics as “I don’t want

HAVE YOU
REMEMBERED TO REGISTER?

“So the fink spent $10, $20 if he s 
a male chauvinist and took a girl, 
to see a play on tribalism, a play on 
where it’s at in the communal, 

As much as I hate to admit it I anti-capitalism world! Well, you 
too have been swept up in this cynic radicals, if you must know, I

Group Communications 

Study Skills 

Effective Listening 

T ension Control 

Proficient Reading

Apathy at A tkinson
A candidate seeking to improve “mediocre” courses at Atkinson 

college was elected president of the Atkinson student assembly Saturday.
Peter McGoey told the assembly of over 70 students “the biggest 

problem is apathy” and if students did not participate in college activities 
they would continue “to get mediocre courses.”

“Unless you’re part of the solution, you’re part of the problem,” he 
said. He suggested 80 per cent of assembly members were “part of the 
problem.”

Newly elected vice-president Sid Kimel agreed with McGoey.
Other officers elected were Marlowe Dickson, assembly chairman ; 

Ruth McRae, secretary ; Pat Clute, corresponding secretary.

THEY MAKE LOVE 
THE ROAD.

Department of Psychological Services
For general enquiries, come to Room 135A, Behavioral Sciences Building, or call 635-2304.
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304 A 504 
SEDANS

IS • choice of front wheel or rear wheel drive
• all synchromesh 4 on the floor in the 304
• optional three speed automatic on 504
• power disc brakes • radial ply tires
• electrophoresis rustproofing The Co-op 

Low Cost Cookbook

A new moie powerful 504 and the all. new 304 
sedans offer outstanding value and performance 
with such features as

* PEUGEOT O C| SPECIAL CARS FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE

OVERSEAS DELIVERY AVAILABLE 1 m41 EDDYSTONE ROADraymond’s m
$1.10JANE STREET SOUTH OF FINCH AVE. 

TURN AT THE GULF SERVICE STATION

european car service centre ltd. telephone 743-6845
ilI UNIVERSITY 

N BOOKSTOREThe Swiss Fondue 
CookbookSPECIAL

ADVERTISING
RATES

L. Moore $1.00

An Herb and Spice Cookbook
G. Claiborne 95b

for compos organizations:

S 2.80 
28.00 
54.00 

110.00 
220.00

column Inch 
eighth page 
quarter page 
half page 
full page 
repeat Insertion 
of the same ad

Thistle Eater’s Guide
R.E. Scammell $2.20ill, i to.:110% off

monda y 5 p.m. proceeding 
publication date

copy
deadline J

T;excalibur
advertising

phone
635-3800 Harvest without Planting

E. Gaertner $2.50
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Now, Bank of America goes ea$t
• 8

fiout, then where would it stop? And each day 
Vietnam seemed more likely to fall in to the 
hands of the Vietnamese.

By no coincidence at all, U.S. troops 
landed in Vietnam in 1965. The bankers 
heaved a sigh of relief.

“U.S. action in Vietnam this year have 
considerably reassured both Asian and 
Western investors," said Chase Manhattan 
Bank. Bank of America was typically more 
soft spoken:

“In Vietnam it is hoped that the increased 
efforts of the United States will make 
possible a resolution of differences.”

By MICHAEL SWEENY 
Liberation News Service

Not so long ago, Bank of America was 
hurting. The year was 1963. Bank profits had 
gone down for two years in a row. Deposits 
and loans were just not growing fast enough. 
Even with 819 branch banks in California. 
Even with thousands of pesticide-breathing 
Chicanos working hard in the fields so 
farmers could repay their Bank of America 
loans, with interest.

The bank needed to find the wave of the 
future, as they say in corporate America.

Before profits could slip below the $77 
million mark, Bank of America’s directors 
found a new president with vision. His name 
was Rudolph Peterson — just plain “Rudy" 
to his friends up at the posh Pacific Union 
Club.
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Roots and branches

A year later, differences were even less 
resolved in Vietnam, but enough U.S. troops 
had arrived for Bank of America to open a 
branch in Saigon.

Nine banking facilities also went up at 
U.S. bases in Vietnam and Thailand.

Investment prospects still weren’t very 
good because the Vietnamese people were 
fighting back harder than ever. But there 
was the future to think of.

“Having a branch in Vietnam ties in with 
our long-range plans,” said the manager of 
the Saigon branch.

Meanwhile the bank could finance war 
imports. And it could help its corporate 
customers profit from the war too. Aided by 
a $20 million bond issue managed by the 
Bank of America, the Dillingham Cor
poration built a huge airbase and port at 
Sattahip, Thailand. It is now home base for 
B-52 bombers which are devastating the 
countryside of Indochina.

With 600.000 U.S. troops in Vietnam, Rudy 
Peterson could implement his strategy for 
the “Pacific Rim."

Indonesia was opened up after a coup in 
1965 by American-trained military men. 
About half a million leftists were 
slaughtered in a giant pogrom and the 
country became safe for U.S. investment. 
Bank of America opened two branches in 
Djakarta in 1968.

Pacific promises profit '

. t
“The wave of the future,” Rudy told other 

big executives, “rides in the Pacific. . 
.extending beyond Australia and the Far 
East to India. This is a largely un
derdeveloped area, yet an area rich in an 
immense variety of resources and potential 
capabilities. Were we California 
businessmen to play a more dynamic role in 
helping trade development in the Pacific 
Rim, we would have giant, hungry new 
markets for our products and vast new 
profit potentials for our firms."

Off went Bank of America to get a piece of 
the “vast new profit potential” of East Asia. 
The bank was cautious. The unpredictable 
“little yellow people” of Asia had fouled up 
their investment plans once before. Back in 
1949, Bank of America opened a branch in 
Shanghai, China and five months later the 
Red Army arrived and seized the branch’s 
assets on behalf of the Chinese people.

Bank of America took one look at Vietnam 
in the early 1960’s and saw history repeating 
itself. The National Liberation Front was 
winning victory after victory. U.S. cor
porations were very worried.

They knew that what happened in Viet
nam was going to have a big influence on 
their ability to invest in the “dominoes” of 
Southeast Asia: Thailand, Malaysia and the 
Philippines, where Bank of America 
already had branches, and in the big prize, 
Indonesia, which was still hostile to U.S. 
corporations.

If puny little Vietnam could kick America

IT ■

Saigon branch of the Bank of America — saved by the marines.

Standard Oil where to set up their plants and 
how to get favourable concessions from the 
native governments.

The bank lent money for the investments began to suspect that America’s military
activities and Bank of America s financial 
activities were somehow connected. This 
was a ridiculous notion, scoffed bank of
ficials, who insisted they were only trying to 
do business. But the notion persisted.

After 40,000 young Americans had come 
home from Vietnam in coffins, the students 
and street people at the University of 
California at Santa Barbara burned down 
Bank of America’s Isla Vista branch. “Bank 
of America breaks human laws!" they

Military connections

Unfortunately for the bank, some people

and often took a part of the ownership so it 
could reap a share of future profits.

The great natural wealth of the area was 
going to be “developed” right out from 
under the feet of the people who lived there. 
It may sound like thievery but it wasn’t 
illegal — the bank and the corporations paid 
their taxes so pro-American governments 
could buy planes and guns to enforce the 
peace.

All this bustling business in Southeast shouted.
Asia did wonders for the Bank of America’s 
balance sheet. In 1965 the bank was making 
a paltry $98 million. By 1969, profits were a 
respectable $152 million.

To keep up the sizzling growth, Bank of cool. At a cost of $340,000 the bank placed 
America is trying to expand its operations full-page advertisements in every daily 
not only in Asia but also in Latin America, newspaper in California.
Africa and Europe. Bank Chairman Louis 
Lundborg put it this way:

Public relations needed
Bank of America’s managers were so 

distressed that they momentarily lost their

High profits
Bank of America officials decided that a 

more vigorous public relations effort was 
“We’re not likely to grow as rapidly in needed. Two months after the Isla Vista 

California in the future as we have in the burning, bank Chairman Louis Lundborg 
past. Therefore we are seeking additional came out against the war. Yes, Bank of 
avenues of growth.” America was for peace.

All over East Asia, U.S. corporations were 
discovering they could earn 20 to 40 percent 
profits on investments. Bank of America 
advised corporations like Dillingham, 
Kaiser, Union Oil, U.S. Steel, Tenneco and
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Address letters to the Editor, EXCALIBUR, York Univer
sity. Letters must be signed for legal reasons. A pseudonym 
will be used If you have a good reason. Those typed will be 
given preference.

Letters to the Editor
The Americanization mythOntari-ari-ari-o On the question of precisely who isThis letter is in reply to some of the more 

extreme absurdities you have perpetrated Americanizing Canada, I think it absurd to 
regarding the issue of Canadian-American place all the blame on Americans, 
relations. Canadian subsidiaries of American

In order to achieve some sense of per- corporations flourish only because 
spective, allow me to introduce myself. I Canadians are willing to buy American 
have lived in the United States for roughly products. Municipal governments compete 
half my life and in Canada for the remaining for industries in an effort to increase local 
half. I consider myself an internationalist, wealth, and they are as receptive to 

First, the issue of the number of American American dollars as to Canadian ones: tax 
faculty members at York. On the basis of reductions are frequently offered to en- 
your concern with the senate’s reluctance to courage American investment, 
release the citizenship statistics, one might When Washington takes steps to reduce 
safely conclude that you wish York to foreign investment, Canadian officials fly

south and beg to have these measures 
Indeed, in an editorial of October 8, you changed. Even the noble Excalibur is filled 

specifically mention “the need to deal with with American advertisements.
Canadian content in classes and the need for American economic domination of 
Canadian professors to teach them.” I Canada cannot possibly be reduced while 
would earnestly suggest that the question of Canadians are begging for American 
Canadian content is irrelevant to the vast dollars. Canada is like a prostitute who 
majority of courses.

If, for example, one were studying the virginity, 
anatomy of the earthworm, it would seem 
quite strange if one were to demand lear
ning about a Canadian earthworm.
Questions of nationality have little bearing 
on most areas of study. By present hiring 
practices, a Canadian is given an advantage 
over an “otherwise equally qualified” 
foreigner.

Is there any place you'd rather be?

(f,
T<mu

*

(k Ite* 5ft j become more Canadian.
IV €*7

the Savoy and talked into the small 
hours of the morning. We went over 
the past but we eventually turned to 
the future.

"Bax,” he said, "I want that British 
stock for Ontario. We can take 
thousands of your people. The one 
thing that can keep the French 
Canadian pressure within bounds is a 
strong Ontario peopled by British 
stock."

curses her patrons for violating herVI
Joe Miller

Disinterested studyi

y
Since you reprinted Robin Mathews’ at

tack on my essay, “The Revolt against
I submit that it would not be expedient to Americanism,” directly from Canadian 

increase this advantage; to do so would dimension, perhaps I may return the 
inevitably result in an inferior faculty. compliment and lift two paragraphs from

The ultimate fear of those opposed to U.S. the reply already sent to Canadian 
domination is that Canada will eventually Dimension, 
become the 51st state. I cannot believe that 
this fear is realistic.

First, for Canada to become a state, she attack on Canada by reading into it various 
would first have to apply for statehood; that innuendos which I did not intend, 
is, Canada must initiate the necessary legal In particular, the statement that for 
proceedings. This is difficult to imagine. “Americanization (you are intended to read 
However, if it were to happen, there would Canadianization)” into a discussion of 
be two possible cases: American theories of acculturation if he

1. A majority of Canadians were opposed wishes, but he should not put words in other 
to joining the United States.

2. A majority of Canadians were in favour 
of joining the United States.

In the first case, the Canadian govern- description of a vital shift of opinion and as 
ment would obviously be acting against the ironic comment.
will of the people. Obviously, this is possible More generally, Professor Mathews 
only if Ottawa were to sell out on Canada ; seems to assume that a historian endorses 
and as long as Canada is functionally the opinions which he describes and

analyzes. This suggests that we are working

*

Oct. 14, 1970 — quoted in the Toronto
Star

"We have to stand and fight", 
Ontario Premier John Robarts said 

Sept. 30, 1944 — quoted by Beverly today in an interview. "It's war, total 
Baxter (Conservative member, war."
British Parliament)

Professor Mathews has managed to 
convert a scholarly article into a covert

Robarts, 53, served with the navy in 
One of the pleasantest things in life World War II with the rank of 

is to see the success of a friend that lieutenant, 
one has known since boyhood. Colonel 
George Drew, the Prime Minister of abiding country where you can bring 
Ontario, who is now in London, was up your family without fear," he said, 
born in Guelph, a town situated a 
hundred miles or so from Toronto.

"By Jove, this has to be a law

peoples’ mouths.
The reference to “confident recon

struction of cultures” was intended both as
"The (FLQ) demands are wrong — 

morally wrong and socially wrong — 
I could not tell you when we first so we have to stand and fight." 

met, it is so long ago, but it was ob
vious to anyone in those days that efforts to protect the rights of 
Drew would never be a success. He minorities, "we have overlooked the 
was too good looking ! fact that the large group has rights as

The other night we sat in his suite at well as the majority rules."

He said that in the past few years in

democratic, this could not happen.
In the second case, where a majority of within frames of reference so different as to 

Canadians were in favour of joining the make discussion almost impossible.
United States, one cannot help wondering The essay which aroused his defensive 
precisely who would be betrayed. instincts was not intended to take sides in

To say that the majority will should not be some current crisis, but to explore the
That library heatwave. . . again

(Ed. note: Since our readers are probably 
tiring of this debate 1 hesitate to respond to 
your latest arguments. However let’s once 
again look at the facts:

Despite the fact the library was un
bearably hot the morning of September 21, 
the workers were not sent home.

Despite the fact they held a protest rally 
that morning, they were not sent home.

Despite the fact they specifically asked to 
go home at that rally, they were not sent 
home.

Despite the fact the heat increased as the 
afternoon approached, they were not sent 
home.

Despite the fact they were scheduling 
another protest rally for the afternoon, they 
were not sent home.

Despite the fact you left the library in the 
early afternoon, you did not let the workers 
leave.

Then you expect us to believe you intended 
to let them out all along.

I am very sorry that you did not check 
with me before you wrote your editorial of followed is at least undemocratic, and while debate over American identity during the 
October 15. I do not hold democracy sacred, I do feel first half of this century.

On the morning of the day in question, that the question of national determination Perhaps Excalibur, as well as Canadian 
September 21, I was in the library and Î should be settled by the people. Dimension, should take up the question
recognized that, if the temperature Therefore, if Canada were to join the whether the Brave New Canada they wish to 
remained as high as it was, then working United States, this would be either a build will have any room for the kind of 
conditions for the staff would become un- reflection of the will of a majority of intellectual activity which used to be known

Canadians or a case of Canada’s being as ‘disinterested.’
I had, however, to leave the library and betrayed by her own government, 

the city about noon.
I, therefore, asked one of our Assistant 

Directors, Mrs. Furuya, to watch the Students, Faculty and Staff, 
situation and if it did not improve to release Y°r* University.
staff early. I have been directed to acknowledge your

In the afternoon Mrs. Furuya authorized recen* petition requesting the government
to lift the enforcement of the War Measures 
Act.

suitable.
Fred H. Matthews 
Assistant Professor 
History and Humanities

Office of the Prime Minister

Excaliburdepartment heads to release staff early. The 
library was not closed and service to our 
community was maintained mostly by part- 
time workers.

The York University Weekly 
NOVEMBER 5, 1970It is appreciated that you should have 

expressed your opinion in this way. You 
may be assured that your views have been 
noted.

BOB ROTH
EDITOR-IN-CHIEFThomas F. O’Connell 
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American Empire Ltd. (or Inc.)develops human material
I realize that it is unusual to write to an 

editor concerning the advertising in his 
newspaper, but American Empire’s ad in 
your October 29 issue has provoked me to do 
so anyway.

First let me point out that the name of the 
corporation if not American Empire Ltd., as 
it is repeatedly printed in your paper, but 
American Empire Inc.; there is no such 
thing as a Ltd. company in the United 
States.

The ad I refer to makes some rather 
exaggerated claims about a process by 
which the people at A.E. “bring in a few 
natives from the colony to one of our 

, processing plants, fill them with our wonder 
ingredients, and then send them back home 
fully equipped to combat the symptoms of 
nationalism, patriotism, and other related 
diseases.”

Several of these processing plants are 
specifically named in the ad, namely 
Harvard, Yale, and MIT.

In order to demonstrate that the process 
does not always work as claimed, I need 
only point to the example of Mel Watkins,

who holds a graduate degree in economics 
from the MIT plant, and who could hardly be 
called an A.E. agent.

I would admit that Mel Watkins has 
resisted the pressures of a process, but a 
process very different from that described 
in the ad.

What plants such as MIT attempt to do, is 
to develop raw materials, some of them 
imported, into productive units of human 
capital. A.E. does not want to lose such 
people, and those who win in the A.E. draft 
lottery are enticed to stay in the United 
States and take high-paying jobs.

Some may be equipped to go abroad and 
combat "nationalism, patriotism, and other 
related diseases” (and a few of these may 
wind up at York University), but many are 
trained to fight more serious diseases such 
as urban decay and environmental 
deterioration.

Realizing this, some of A.E.’s foreign 
competitors try to lure back their raw 
materials after they have been processed in 
the United States. Such efforts as Canada’s 
“Operation Retrieval” meet with limited

success, however, in competition with 
A.E.’s attractive salaries.

Of the imported raw materials who 
emerge from the process, only a fraction 
resist the materialistic urge and return 
home — that fraction which rejects the 
American way of life, and whose 
nationalism is not leached out in A.E.’s 
process. (Of course this materialism — 
nationalism conflict may not come into play 
for those who are stuck with bad numbers in 
the draft lottery.)

Perhaps Mel Watkins belongs to this 
fraction — I assume the draft was not the 
main reason for his return to Canada.

I can only conclude that A.E.’s ad
vertising agency is exhibiting symptoms of 
the paranoid variety of Canadian 
nationalism, for certainly A.E. has no in
tention to manufacture “New Improved 
Colonial Mentality” at such plants as 
Harvard, Yale, and MIT.
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Dispelling the ivory tower myth

The university as servant of societv
This article if an abridged section from the resort ...... . . . r

Towards Democracy in the University, by Paul Axehod. Mliltary training
The content of learnina 11 the conversion of many universities9 nto areas of military training, with the most notable

Students have charged that course curriculum is W°r.k at tbis time> being the
deficient m two major areas. It is 1) divorced from research they did on war time endeavours, particularly 
reality, i.e., irrelevant; and 2) status quo oriented i e m the sciences medicine and engineering.”(6) 
non critical. ’ ' '* To this point, then, we have seen clearly how scholar-

This contention, which represents an immediate .^P ”1 the university has related to the values and goals of
reaction by the student to his learning environment must ™ the commu5,ty-i
be understood within proper historical perspective affirm mSmh? 'r developing this argument has been to

In Canada, the content of education in the university has ivorv tower îhaM,3*311 wTSity has never been an
always been tied directly to the dominant cultural social y tower’,that 1S- an isolated community of scholars
and economic realities of Canadian society. In fact whPn^JtnH knowledg® fo[ lts own sake- and therefore, 
changes in course content have varied directly in ac- ÏÎ?" ?• st?nt rf.®ct.s to the content and structure of his 
cordance with the goals of the society itself y education, he is likely responding to certain realities of

by

sxze.’ssz?" whkh pervaded
“Like their counterparts in Quebec, the first univer- 'dancing of research studies by governments and large

,he,r foundations ,o ** - sa*5
Universities in Canada and left their mark on the life-style S ?" • d ^e"eral,F°ods a11 finance research projects in 
of the institutions they founded. y e 010 university) and the incentives provided to students

. .These Universities served to prepare a professional inriînotL s^u y *n certain fields (same board minutes 
elite — either the higher clergy in the official political t?ej>°1rt!jna<le available a loan of $200,000 for
aristocracy - and tailored their curricula ^o the Î htentS itiher!^LgU^anteeing financing of their
requirements of theology, preaching pastoral care on the al ?^ed fhe dl.rection of the institution to
one hand; or to the needs of political governance civil ^ by other than simPly those who teach and
service or the cultural philanthropy of 19th century with?hY= • ■ . .. .
gentlemen on the other.“(1) y ^ltb tbls ,n niind, it is crucial to note the trends in the

But by the 1870’s it was clearly recognized that Wai"n°f CUmcula in Canadian universities since World

■Die surge of industrial enterprise in the United States 
and fne rise of the multi-national corporation, which has 
resulted in the American domination of the Canadian 
economy, provides a useful framework within which to 
discuss this situation.

UNJVERF?
i

“llyn m te™s of the failure of Canadian education to 
come to grips with the pressing issues of Canadian life

L"Sia"ce when Canadian university students who are asked to comment on racism, turn their attention 
exclusively south of the border, and fail to acknowledge, 

*nve?tlgate the existence of such an issue in 
Canada (thereby ignoring the blacks in this country, the 
French m Quebec and the plight of Indians on the
a Hr9V8t'i°Mdin -he cult,es)'then they are documenting 
a drastic failure in the present system of Canadian 
education to relate to the Canadian fact, 
page 10 of this issue. )

The deficiency of Canadian education to provide the 
resources through which students can learn about 
Canada, will result in the continual subordination of this 
country to the needs and demands of American society 
For how can one ultimately insist that his country be 
independent and self determined when his educational 
training has been dominated by course content, research 
studies and a university structure all developed in and for 
the purpose of serving a society other than the one in 
which he lives?

In the days of religious secularism in Canada, education 
was necessarily religious and secular. In the current 
period of colonialism Canadian education has inevitably 
become colonial, and the call by students for the 
establishment of curriculum that will enable them to 
develop a clear understanding of the true nature of life in 
their own society may be a first important step in 
batting this colonialism.

k mmsiTY
Branch plant scholarships

Continuing on the historically established premise that 
there is a close relationship between the curriculum in 
universities and the reality of the society in which the 
university exists, it has been discovered that along with 
the existence of a “branch plant economy” in Canada 
Uiere has developed a form of “branch plant scholar-

The universities which have been burgeoning are 
essentially continental institutions and are geared to the 
production of trained technicians and professionals for a 
branch plant economy.

There is less need for scientists and engineers on a 
percapita basis in this country then in the U.S., and if 

university curricula must change if Canadian societv was ™?ada sPends less than 1.3 percent of GNP on research
to develop economically. ®d development compared with 3.5 percent in the U.S.,

“The universities of the new world had, in the main been 01 ^js h®031186 employment opportunities for research 
formed after the pattern of those in the old country. But and development are fewer in the branch plant than in the
now came the age of science and of demand for an metropolis. Canadians pursuing advanced studies in the
education which would not only cultivate the mind but fit Vnit®d States have a far better chance of landing lucra-
for the practical occupations, and help to the prizes of life ll^e Jobs 1)01,1 there and in Canada itself than Canadians
Even Oxford and Cambridge now reorganized" wbo study at bome.”(5)
declericized and relieved of tests by Parliament had ,We are faced Wlth a situation in Canadian Universities 
enlarged their courses of instruction by the admission of wbero numerous professors (Canadian and American)
more and more practical subjects — law political who have 1)6611 trained in the United States, are not
economy, and natural science.. .But in the industrial and Prepared to examine, investigate and understand the
commercial communities of those hemispheres the realities of Canadian society. Canadian hiring practices
demand for the full recognition of practical science and its which favour degree granting institutions in the U.S. over
admission to the university curriculum was naturally those in Canada, and special tax advantages for visiting
more pronounced and pressing than in England.”(2) professors have encouraged the Americanization of the

content of education on Canadian campuses.

U.S. content
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FOOTNOTES

1. Report of the Commission on the Government of the 
University of Toronto, (CUG report), p. 6.

2. B. Cameron, A. Black, Trends in the Development and 
Curriculum and Governing Bodies of Canadian Universities CUS 
paper (25-26-219), p. 6.

3. Royal Commission on the University of Toronto
4. Cameron, Black, p. 6; 5. Ibid; 6. Ibid.
5. American Imperialization of the University 

Left Caucus, p. 3.
1969 Y<>rk 1X16rd 90vernors' minutes for meeting of

Industry Flourishes
At the beginning of the 20th century then, as industrial 

production was beginning to flourish in Canada, it was 
evident that the traditional university organizations and 
curricula could no longer fulfill the new demands of 
Canadian life.

Universities necessarily became producers of 
knowledge and based their new structures and curriculum 
on the American university model. “. . .The question 
presents itself whether the main object shall be as it 
hitherto has been, intellectual culture, or the knowledge 
which qualified directly for gainful pursuits and open the 
student’s way to the material pursuits of life. The second 
object has of late been prevailing where commerce holds 
sway.”(3)

In 1906, on the recommendation of the Royal Com
mission on the University of Toronto, from which the 
previous quotation was taken, the bicameral “corporate 
board” model of governing the university was established 
with a Board of Governors and a Senate in charge of 
university finances and academic programmes respec
tively. Included in the curriculum were “departments of 
forestry, mathematics, courses in finance and chairs of 
pathology, chemistry, and psychology,”(4) The business
like framework within which the “new” Canadian 
university was conceived was consistent with the new 
found goal of “following the material pursuits of life.” The 
precedent was set, and generally other universities 
followed suit.

A bill introduced in the British Columbia legislature 
indicated this new direction of the university.

The university to be set up in this Act was quite ob
viously no ivory tower. It was to be administered by 
business and professional men and assist in the 
development of the province. . .in introducing the bill in 
the house. Dr. Young (minister of education) declared 
that the first thing that they bore in mind in providing for 
the university was the development of the mining, 
forestry and agricultural resources of the Province and an 
education that would aid this.”(5)
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Care packages to Mississippi
Why / quit

sociology 343A Soc. Sc. 343A: the (U.S.) unreality
By BOB ROTH

York’s sociology department, ever faithful to 
its traditional role of ignoring Canadian con
tent, has once again opened its annual Pan
dora’s box — this time releasing an infliction 
called Sociology 343A.

Sociology 343A is a course on race and ethnic 
relations which, like most sociology courses, is 
dutifully conducted so as to minimize 
discussion of Canadian problems and maximize 
discussion of American problems.

In fact, through its use of U.S. content and 
liberal methodology, Soc. 343A typifies what is 
happening to Canadian education at York.

The university calendar’s course description 
for Soc. 343 promises the student “a systematic 
study of ethnic group relations in selected hap
pening to Canadian education at York.

For the entire first term, however, 343A 
course director Ruth Morris has decided that 
the United States should be the “selected” 
country whose problems Canadian students 
should examine. As Morris puts it in her 
outline:

“In exploring these (racial and ethnic) 
questions, most of the first semester will be 
focussed on a study of the extensive current 
literature and events regarding the American 
Negro.”

Canadian probelms such as conflict in 
Quebec, to which an entire course could easily 
be devoted, are to be discussed “among others” 
in the second term. As Morris says:

“As the course develops, some attention will 
be given to a wide variety of other ethnic and 
racial groups: French Canadians, Indians in 
Canada and the U.S., and Jews and a minority 
group in varied cultures, among others.”

The gukkng light

In other words, race and ethnic relations are 
to be taught here the same way they are taught 
in the United States — with the American 
situation being used as the standard by which 
we judge other racial problems. Indeed, Morris 
is careful to instruct ha- students not to look at 
Canadian problems without using the U.S. 
model as the guiding light:

“Papers will also be due 2nd semester. 
Basically you are expected to follow a brief 
description of your minority group with a papa- 
comparing them to the American Negro as a 
minority. . .”

Of course, we can be sure that when Dr. 
Morris is teaching in the United States she 
doesn’t ask her American students to examine

ABy VITTORIA METELLI
I was, until a few days ago, a student in Race and Ethnic 

Relations 343A, a sociology course. Because I thought the 
reasons why I dropped the course could be of interest to 
other York University students, I am outlining them.

Tuesday morning (Oct. 20), I went to class more willing 
than usual ; we had been dealing all along with the problem 
of the negro in the States, but I was expecting some com
ment about the latest events in Quebec.

I thought the professor would draw a parallel or invite us 
to consider and think about the situation in Quebec. But not 
a single word was said!

It was with a bit of disappointment, therefore, that I sat 
on my chair and concentrated on the negro in Mississippi.

In the second hour of the lecture Prof. Morris told us 
about a project she has been involved in for quite a while; 
implicitly she was encouraging us to join.

The project consisted of sending money and parcels of 
food and clothes to a particularly needy family in the 
Mississippi delta.

She had a file of very touching letters of thanks that she 
had received from families and she read some to us.

One was from an 18-year-old girl who was in grade 13 and 
could not spell yet; another was from a mother with 8 or 9 
children that she was supporting with only $60-70 per month.

I was very moved and I felt great pity for these poor 
people, like all the other students. But I also started to ask 
myself questions: Is this the reason that I am attending a 
three hundred level course in sociology? To be moved? To 
feel pity?

Is this — the sending of parcels — the solution that a 
sociologist is offering me to solve the problem of poverty, 
discrimination and exploitation of the negro in the U.S.?

This to me seems like grade six teaching, and should be 
left to grade six teachers to use. If this hint of the project 
had come from the wife of a minister, I would have very 
gladly joined it, but coming from a "sociologist", no thank 
you!

Why didn't she at least suggest to us to support some of 
the negro organizations that are operating in that line, that 
so badly need food and clothes to distribute, and money to 
pay for the bails of their members?

Maybe I have been learning the wrong things ( I am an 
Atkinson student) but to me these parcels have the function 
of reinforcing the stereotype concepts we have of the negro 
and of relieving our consciences from the guilt of Quebec!

Why not? Let us all use this nice scapegoat. Let us all 
concentrate on the problem of the negro in Mississippi. 
Mississippi is far enough away. After all, you know poverty 
is dirty and this way we will have very little chance of 
seeing it up close, and so we will not have to consider our 
own problems, our down-town slum, our reservations, not to 
mention Quebec.

Well, I have heard before that at Atkinson there is a 
"different standard" of teaching from that of the day 
school. If this is the standard of the sociology department erf 
York University, I am very happy to bean Atkinson student 
and stick with it.

To my former classmates, I can only wish good luck.

the American blacks “comparing them to 
French Canadians as a minority.”

The obvious conclusion, then, is that non U.S. 
problems are too parochial to be looked at in 
themselves and can only be viewed in the 
context of the American situation.

One would think a course on race and ethnic 
relations taught in Canada would have as its 
primary — albeit not exclusive — objective, the 
increasing of student awareness about 
problems in Canadian society.

Personal concern

But Morris sees the course function as 
something altogether different:

“The basic purpose of the course plan is to 
give students a sense of involvement, a per
sonal feeling and concern about at least one 
racial problem. . .

At a time when militant black groups in the 
U.S. are coming to see that the dismantling of 
the white power structure is the true solution, 
Morris virtually ignores this approach. Her 
failure to include the works of such people as 
Cleaver and Seale on her required reading list 
exemplifies this point.

If Morris insists on sending money — given to 
her by the Canadian taxpayer — south of the 
border, then her money might be better spent 
by contributing it to the Black Panther Party or 
other Mack groups trying to obtain community 
power.

But the harm this southern looking viewpoint 
may have already had on Canadian students is 
immeasurable.

One shudders at the thought of Canadians 
being encouraged to support a programme of 
sending money to blacks in Mississippi while 
Indians at Kenora suffer from malnutrition.

And the solution to these Canadian problems 
is not to simply start sending the “care” 
packages to Kenora.

The solution, as many Indians themselves see 
it, is the transformation of a system that ren
ders minority groups powerless to control their 
own affairs.

The solution is the creation of a society where 
GM and INCO—whose interests after all are in 
making profits, not solving social problems— 
no longer pull the strings.

Garage mechanic
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“Consequently the whole thrust of first 
semester is to give this personal depth feeling 
for one racial problem: that of the American 
Negro and white.”

How fitting. In the midst of increased turmoil 
in Quebec, in view of continuing misery on the 
part of Canadian Indians, Eskimos and Metis, 
Canadians are instructed to develop “a sense of 
involvement, a personal feeling and concern” 
about a U.S. problem.

Little wonder Canadians are more familiar 
with the Black Panthers and SDS than they are 
with the history of FLQ, FLP, FRAP, CNTU 
and other Quebec movements.

Social Sociology 343:

Race and ethic relations
Content and purpose of course Consequently the whole thrust of first semester is to give this 

personal depth feeling for one racial problem: that of the
This course will stress two major questions: American Negro and white. Second semester we will deal with
1) What kinds of factors make some race and ethnic other ethnic and racial problems and with some theories about 

relations positive, while others are much more negative? A race and ethnic relations, considering how each of these relates 
variety of examples of race and ethnic relations will be studied to our primary example and other race and ethnic situations, 
to try to examine some of the variables involved. Related to this 
question is the whole issue of what methods are more and less 
effective for improving race and ethnic relations.

2) What are the effects of racial and ethnic prejudice on 
BOTH the dominant and the minority group? What are the cause about 4 or 5 persons for oral reports to class on some minority 
of negative attitudes in both groups, and what are some of the group, based as far as possible on your interests. The following 
effects of negative attitudes on them, and different patterns of groups are possible ones, but if you can interest 3 other students 
responses among each group where discrimination exists? in your discussion group in some other minority of your choice,

In exploring these questions, most of the first semester will you need not be limited to these: 
be focused on a study of the extensive current literature and 
events regarding the American Negro. As the course develops, 
some attention will be given to a wide variety of other ethnic and
racial groups: French Canadians, Indians in Canada and the Francb Canadians in Quebec 
U.S., and Jews as a minority group in varied cultures, among French Canadians outside Quebec 
others. Through papers and reports students will have op- Canadian Indians (US Indians) 
portunity to explore a wide variety of ethnic and racial Jews 
situations. Poles

Ukrainians in Canada 
S. African Macks

That is not to say American problems are not 
important and should not be discussed. It’s 
simply a matter of realizing that our priority 
has to be the examination of Canadian 
problems; if we don’t solve them, nobody else

But the sociologist, like most liberal social 
scientists, has, in essence, become an agent of 
the status quo.

Convinced that the societal machine is, on the 
whole, running just fine, the sociologist has 
reduced himself to the role of garage mechanic, 
his prime function being to tinker with the 
engine now and again to prevent it from seizing 
up when malfunctions such as poverty and 
racism threaten to gum up the valves.

Unless we stop looking at Canadian problems 
through these eyes, we will no more solve our 
social ills than the Americans have their’s.

Paper and oral reports
Your teaching assistant will help you form small groups of

will.

Morris is, however, quite prepared to let 
Students discuss Canadian topics, providing 
discussion on these topics “relates to our 
primary example.”

This developing of a methodology and 
analysis from U.S. examples and situations is 
not uncommon at York — and in more than one 
department. The time has also come for Canadian 

students to reject the old stand-by reason for 
not dealing critically with Canadian problems 
— “but there isn’t enough Canadian material

i
No smoking rule

As a matter of personal courtesy for myself and others who Draft dodgers 
prefer breathing unpolluted air, I request no smoking in the Catholics 
lecture room. This rule applies during lectures, during exams, Puerto Ricans 
on rainy Tuesdays, and in short at all times. I would appreciate Italians in Canada 
your co-operation in reminding anyone around you who is Women 
amnking of this rule. Anyone who feels excessively Japanese in N. America 
discriminated against might try asking himself in how many Chinese in N. America 
situations be is already inflicting his smoke on others who would 
like to breathe relatively clean air. I strongly urge anyone who minorities in Brazil 
is excessively bothered by this rule to transfer to another section race relations in Hawaii 
or take another course.

Transplanting methodology

The transplanting of U.S. methodology based 
on the American experience is, however, not as 
adaptable to Canada as some of our professors 
would have us believe. Using the U.S. black 
situation as the “primary example” by which 
we evaluate the Quebec problem is highly 
questkmaMe.

In the American case we are studying a 
displaced African culture that was forcibly torn 
from its homeland and, hence, to a large extent 
destroyed. In the Quebec case we are studying 
an indigenous culture that developed in Canada 
and survived the conquering efforts of the 
British empire. One situation cannot be 
significantly compared to the other.

Consequently, we can be sure that preoc
cupation with such attempted comparisons 
does more to obscure the real nature of Quebec 
and its problems than it does to clarify them.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to our coming 
to grips with Canadian problems, however, is 
not so much U.S. content, but the influx of 
American liberal ideology.

Liberalism, because it fails to acknowledge 
the relationship between social problems and 
their material base in the economic system, 
fails to deal with root causes of social problems

CARE packages

The fact that Morris, herself, sees the sen
ding of “care” packages of money and clothing 
to a family in Mississippi as a way of dealing 
with poverty, is indicative of the approach «be 
is, no doubt, instilling in her students.

yet.”
There is plenty of written material on Quebec 

to be had, as well as first hand accounts from 
those who live there. The information may not 
be in neat little piles — Bobbs Mo-rill reprint 
style — but it’s there, in the pages of Quebec- 
Presses and the bulletins and newletters of 
workers and-tenants committees.
The same applies for the Indian situation, 

both in terms of written material and speakers.

â
4 Course plan, requirements, and grading

The library will probably NOT have adequate material on 
First semester, readings are heavy in quantity, but light and some of the more obscure groups above; other groups such as 

interesting in quality. All focus on the Negro-white situation in draft dodgers and women and Catholics are not perfectly 
the USA; many are autobiographical and most deal in a per- parallel to ethnic minorities and may present problems in this 
sonal way.with the situation. sense. You are not expected to start much reacting toward your

Second semester readings will be somewhat heavier and topic first semester, but your group IS expected to make sure 
more theoretical but much shorter. A paper will be required you can cover the topic agreed upon, before the end of 1st 
second semester, based on material to be used in a small-group semester, and arrange a change of topic where necessary. We 
report to the whole class on some one minority group. See below will not be sympathetic to groups which come to usa week or so 
for more details on paper. before their report deadline with the discovery they cannot

First semester the course will consist of two hours of lecture handle their topic, 
and one hour of discussion sections per week; for part of second

The problems are real
This begs the question: Why isn’t York’s 

sociology department digging this material up? 
Where are the courses on Quebec, the Canadian 
Indian, the Italian immigrant?

We are being asked to tolerate a situation 
where such courses are absent, while at the 
same time courses are being offered on the 
United States, not to mention Latin America, 
Africa, Asia and the Middle East.

The time is long overdue for the sociology 
department to examine its warped sense of 
priorities.

Students last year made it clear they wauled 
to talk about Canadian problems and they 
wanted to hear first hand from those people 
who know most about those problems and are 
actively canbatting them — Michel Chartrand 
in Quebec, the Just Society Movement in 
Toronto, and the various Indian federations 
from coast to coast.

Yet, little has been done.

How many more times do we have to ask?

f

Oral reports will be discussed more 2nd semester, and will 
semester, «mall group reports will take the place of some of the not take (dace till then. It is not necessary that every member of 
lectures. the group group get up to speak; the purpose is to Man your

Grades will be based on the following : group report to inform the class in the best possible way about
FIRST SEMESTER EXAM 1/ 3 your minority group.
SECOND SEMESTER EXAM 1/ 3 Papers will also be due and semester. Basically you are
PAPER, oral report and class contributions 1/ 3 expected to follow a brief description of your minority group
The basic purpose of the course plan is to give students a with a paper comparing them to the American Negro as a 

sense of involvement, a personal feeling and concern about at minority, focusing on one of the following three subjects: 
least one racial problem; the assumption is that if this can be A) Comparative effect of minority status on these two 
conveyed, the student himself can go on to learn more about it, groups; their comparative roles in the society, self-images, and 
to develop ideas of his own about why and wherefore, and to attitudes toward assimilation, integration, and independence, 
experiment with social change approaches. If on the other hand, 
we were to make an essentially fascinating subject such as race dominant group: causes of its attitudes toward them, and 
and ethnic relations dry and dull, and thus to quell your budding toward assimilation, 
interest, no brilliant theories of ours would have any 

^significance to you.

* 3ûS£-

B) Comparative effect of these two minorities on the

C) The two groups compared in relation to best methods for 
achieving desired social change in the two situations.*

"Today class, I'd like to took at a case of poor race relations right in our own 
backyard; the case of the American Negro."
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Supermarket round-up
Saturday, Nov. 7 

9:00 p.m.Get it at Kensington
By JOHNOUGHTON

Supermarkets aren't. The Dominion of 
Loblaw's Food City POWER trip is to get you to 
buy a package possibly containing some edible 
or consumable which you could get more V-cef 
cheaply elsewhere. That Cryopak with fc,.
preservatives and colouring which you just 
bought might as well be plasticene or frozen 
embalming fluid until you get home and open it 
and — It's a turkey! But next time who knows?

Like the food, the people don't really seem 
like people; all the help are supposed to do is 
"Cake Binders? Six aisles over in semi- 
malleable things department," or else 
"clickety-clack-whir-bong $23.59 please" 
because there's a Big Eye somewherein the 
store checking for inefficiency factors in the 
profit equation.

The genuine markets downtown, at least the 
Kensington and St. Lawrence ones, allow you to 
deal with food and people on a more real level.
In addition, you can learn many things there, 
including what life is like for some of the people 
who are too ethnic and too interesting to ever 
appear in Toronto Life.

Kensington Market is probably the most 
famous, thanks to the publicity work of the 
defunct rock group. The stores and stalls which 
comprise it center around Baldwin and
Augusta St., which meet about three blocks There are two market buildings in the St. 
south and one block west of Spadina and Lawrence market, one on each side of Front St.
College. There's something of everything just west of Jarvis. The south building is 
there: a second-hand bicycle store, a used merchant's market much like Kensington 
articles shop so stuffed with useless junk that except the meat, and sometimes the fruit, is 
there's no space left inside, a hip clothing/ head superior quality. The fruit vendors hawk their 
shop, mass-produced religious art, and food. wares at top volume: "the loudest grapes in 

The merchants in the Market are town — pick your own bunch!" and the meat is 
predominantly Jewish, Portuguese, and Italian all on sale —special most of the time, 
so it looks and often smells like a piece of 1116 northern building is the Farmer's
Europe. Olives, onion bread, garlic, fish, and Market and, for me, the most enjoyable place
very frightened live chickens all contribute to to buy food in this city. The people who sell the 
the atmosphere. The people there are very things there usually made them or grew them 
vocal generally, and appear to be hassling each personally, and are always willing to tell you 
other even more often than they really are. what's best or how to cook it.

The foodstuffs on display include many There's home-made fudge, cider by the cup, 
things most Canadians never seè or eat such as Qitario camembert (it's good), banana muf- 
goat's meat, white radishes and leeks. When fins and green peppers at 5< apiece. Vegetables 
you're after cheese or fruit, you can often get a can't be gotten any fresher unless you grow 
free taste before deciding. However, the them yourselves. Shoppers and vendors alike 
merchants are generally wily so check your appear to enjoy themselves; if our liquor laws 
change and make sure you aren't given and were slightly saner there would probably be 
charged more than you want. someone there selling currant wine by the cup.

Kensington Market is often crowded, Both St. Lawrence markets start very early
especially on Saturdays and it's usually im- Saturday morning like about 5:30. The Far-
possible to park where you want to. The noise mer's market is mostly over by noon or 1 pm; 
keeps it from being relaxing, but the people the other one lasts a little longer. Sometimes 
there are usually friendly and fruit, dairy you can get bargains like two big lettuces #r a 
products, bread and vegetables are really quarter when the merchants are clearing up. 
cheap and good. One place particularity worth These are the real supermarkets, and they're 
visiting is a little store with "Hungarian and run by people who never change in a phone 
Roumanian specialities" that has Turkish booth. There's magic even in the jellied 
coffee, dark chocolate made with honey, preserves — little jars of pure glowing color, 
possibly the best baklava in Toronto, and great "Enjoy, enjoy,": Harry Golden.
Baîdwîn r0MS‘ H'S °n the f'rSt Stre6t S0Uth °f Buy a fat pig today-
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Datsun 240-Z : car experts love it. So will you.
“Road Test” magazine raves over 240-Z
The editors of “Road Test” magazine really blow their minds in the 
review of the Datsun 240-Z. First, you must know they are a very 
picky bunch of drivers and engineers. They know all about cars and 
they don’t pull their punches when they find something stupid. But 
with the Z-car they were so complimentary it was embarrassing. A 
few quotes: “A sportscar’s sportscar . . . considering the styling, 
the performance, and the price, the only word for the new Datsun 
240-Z is ‘sensational’... we would rate the little Z-car as extremely 
good in general comfort ... . the 240-Z stops dead true and with no 
dramatics . . . with the big discs up front, you know it’s going to 
keep doing it, too, come hail or high water ... the interior is well- 
planned and luxurious looking ... there is room for all the luggage’ 
one Would need, and the seats are extremely comfortable buckets 
. . gas mileage is good.”
Safety And Anti-Air Pollution Control
An announcement from the Nissan Motor Company’s head office in 
Tokyo on June 8 (before the “white smog” phenomenon struck that 
city of 13 million people) stated that the company would exert its 
greatest efforts to solve the urgent problems of passenger and 
pedestrian safety and the elimination of exhaust gas air pollution.
Nissan is the manufacturer of Datsun cars and the announcement 
emphasized these problems were foremost in the company’s 
overall aims of mass-producing the safest and cleanest cars that 
consumers can buy.
Improved auto safety equipment and measures to prevent air 
pollution from exhaust gas have been of primary concern in Japan, 
North America and Europe. At a May meeting, the Japan 
Automobile Manufacturers Association agreed that all research 
and development efforts in the immediate future would be devoted 
to the development of engines powered by lead-free gasoline. It is 
expected these will be in production within five years.
Datsuns First To Meet Tough Californian Standards 
Datsun cars were the first imported cars to receive confirmation in 
mid-May of their qualification to meet the very strict exhaust gas 
standards set by the State of California. All 1971 model Datsuns 
comply with these regulations — including those now being sold in 
Canada are all fitted with emission control equipment.
The California exhaust gas control measures are the most severe in 
the world and specify the following minimums for exhaust 
content :
Carbon monoxide: 23g-mile; Hydro-carbon: 2.2g-mile; Nitrogen 
oxides: 4g-mile; Fuel evaporation: 6g-test

KtKSS SSEÏfen6lnes run conti"“>usly
Welfare’s National Air Pollution Control Agency.
Personally, I’m all in favor of these controls because 
must be taken to help keep our environment clean
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The old American way: 
college football changes j*By NICK MARTIN

“Nobody wants to talk about just as they performed recognize the changes, and ease up 
football anymore. Some young kid unquestioningly for their Knute on their authoritarian rule. At 
I never saw before came into my Rocknes, Bud Wilkinsons, and some schools, particularly in the 
office today. I told him that I didn’t Dana X. Bibles. east, there is no coaching op-
talk to Communists, draft dodgers, They applaud men like Marine position to long hair or par- 
flag burners or people trying to Corps General Lewis W. Walt, who ticipation in campus politics: 
destroy our country. He assured said at the January convention of But these men are still in the 
me he was none of those things, so I the American Football Coaches minority. At Ohio State. Woody 
sat down and talked to him.” Association, “There is a lot of Hayes still sends his Buckeyes into 

The man making that statement, psychology to making a good battle by showing them the most 
in a Sports Illustrated interview, marine — the same as making a violent movie he can find and 
was Ben Schwartzwalder, head g°od football player. We want to reading them the philosophy of his 
football coach at the University of determine his strong points and hero, General William West- 
Syracuse, a man who had fought weak points. At the same time we moreland. At Texas, the 
his way through a world war and want to find out what he is really Longhorns’ first black player, 
hundreds of gridiron battles made of. Many of them have never Julius Whittier, told a local 
without a trace of fear, a man now developed self-discipline or ex- newspaper that he had more in 
striking out blindly at something perienced group discipline. They common with the campus radicals
he wouldn’t or couldn’t un- lack pride and self confidence, than with his white teammates. .. . . . , . _

These are as essential in the Texas fans waited for coach 1Pt d f
Scwartzwalder had built a making of a marine as in the Darrell Royal to pounce, but he , n01° JVS

dynasty at Syracuse, riding the making of a football player.” didn’t have to; “His mammy ^
wide shoulders and piledriving legs And that’s the way it’s been for a jumped all over him,” said Royal. .. jj : t°
of black superbacks like Jimmy hundred years: unquestioning It is such men who refuse to see fh
Brown, the late Ernie Davis, Jim loyalty for the greater glory of what is happening, and when it allImni ,’ ÎJ•
Nance, and Floyd Little to major coach and school. Until a handful does happen, as it did to Ben Sch- r™1’1? i vJ’ a ltS statel?r.in 
bowl championships. But that was of players began to say no. wartzwalder, they are completely n ® r1??1" J1*® Army or Notre
in the past, and in 1970, the latest bewildered by the events taking Y , ’ ^ . „ n
black superstud, A1 Newton, and Trouble and relevancy Place. students the Ya e B^wl LT
seven of the eight other blacks on Not that there are many players 7n (UU. T*. * ® a ® Jr1 , ,seats
the Orangemen squad had been Frank Champi was just another of this sort, for just as campus Titian p ^.an?. nas
suspended from the team for the ordinary quarterback at Harvard radicals do not represent entire Auburn has is OM students ’ it. Poetic, - Gale Sayers in an open
season, while Ben Schwartzwalder when he ran on the field to run the student bodies, neither do these vari “S field an artist in his own land-stood there wondering why this offense in the 1968 Harvard-Yale athletic rebels represent their ^ -Dame an artist in his own land

game, with his team trailing 29-13 teammates, most of whom fit k . ,c ’ Q ®tu ll® sta ... , .
with two minutes to go in college perfectly their coaches’conception t . . *., jjas .^’^9 1 does' as it claims, teach
football’s most famous traditional of the football player. students; the Coliseum has 100,000 teamwork and sportsmanship,
rivalry. When he left the field on ts" Rare ,s.the major school> no responsibility and discipline.

The team’s black players had the shoulders of the crowd, it was Changing context ”?a!,*f1r what.‘.ts enrolment, whose This is what football is for, to
walked out on spring practice in 29-29, and Champi had passed for R , t. t d^a? anyth™8 instill values in its players, to
protest over Syracuse’s failure to two touchdowns and two two-point . But the reaction to the college could offer. And rarer still entertain college students on a
hire a black assistant coach. One conversions. Yet in 1969, Champi f°ntball system is growing, and it 'the major school which charges crisp Saturday. College
was hired, but then Sch- walked away from football, saying will continue to grow as long as; un°®}‘ J * . football in the U.S. if far too big and
wartzwalder suspended eight of his it was no longer relevant. coaches refuse to bend, to achieve 8e football in the United popular a spectacle to return to
nine blacks, who immediately filed Fred Abbott was a highly-sought 3 compromise with the players t tes, particularly in the south that jdeai an(j thus there will 
charges of racial discrimination after high school prospect who who just cannot accept their iron midwest, is a way of life. When inevitably be more trouble The 
with the Human Rights Com- finally elected to go to the discipline and unquestioning tne Mississippi Rebels take the coaches can alleviate the conflict

dedication. neid, they are not playing for their
Yet college football, and the fellow students, but for the state of

Mississippi. Millions of citizens

—■ Jm
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Ben Schwartzwalder: coach or sociologist?

Football not at faultderstand.

It is this commercialization and 
depersonalization of the athlete 
which is protested, and not the 
game itself. For football, as it was 
meant to be played, is a tremen
dously exciting game. It is violent, 
but people are violent, and football 
is a release for our violence.

It is graceful, with a flowing 
movement that at times is almost

was happening

Black walkout

mission. The administration tried University of Florida. As a 
to have them reinstated, but then, sophomore this year he was ex-
under heavy pressure from the pected to move straight into the reaction to it, has extended far

slfilP
by recognizing that their players 
are human beings, but it will not 
stop the trouble entirely.

— .vu„,„,<,K«,.,6HuUUUacu ... ....................... ........... ....... the target of campus radicals, who ____
by Kansas, while police helicopters Racial trouble has erupted at a ol^(to the emphasis placed upon that the growing protest. Scw art* w a 1 d e r s^ s tan dingBmm 3=35=5- i-ïïSg-rë assess
said sadly, “I’m not supposed to be were dropped from the team after colle8e team. They play in huge ^ericies these athletes are given >«‘illa game and the ath ete still a
a football coach, I’m supposed to protesting conditions. At stadia’ and travel all over the »n the interests of making money student with all the feelings and
be a sociologist or something. I Wyoming8the team plummetted United States. further adding to for the school. desires of a human being,
don’t know what’s happening from a 6-0 record to four straight expenses. Yet the expense is far
anymore.” losses after the team’s blacks were surpassed by the revenue brought

cut for asking to wear black arm- 'n at the gate, and it is here that
bands in the 1969 game with college football shows its true face,
mormon Brigham Young 

Something is heppening in University, 
college football, something that College athletes, like other

“THE BEST HEW MOVIE TO ARRIVE 
IH T0R0HT0 IH NORTHS”Football as life

Played for money

For most small colleges, football 
men like Ben Schwartzwalder college students, are changing. At is basically still a game, as it is in 
cannot understand. For to them, some schools, wise coaches Canada. But in the major colleges, 
football is not a game but a life, an 
endless circle of practices and 
game plans, chalk talks and 
recruiting trips, game films and 
alumni dinners, revolving con
stantly, turning inexorably to the 
whole raison d’etre of their being, 
the roaring ecstasy of an autumn 
Saturday.

As players they were taught that 
they existed for the team, the 
school, the coach. Now, as coaches 
themselves, they expect their 
every word to be obeyed as law,

URJO KAREDA, TORONTO STAR

“BRILLIAHT”Somewhere between 
the innocent girl and 
the not so innocent 
mistress is the bizarre, 
sensuous story of

MARTIN KNELMAN 
GLOBE AND MAIL

TR/STAMBUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

j, -S3I,

F , |P*
1im".Final Year Students E'V'

IToday, the Chartered Accountant plays one of the 
most exciting roles in business management. He tackles 
complex and fascinating problems. For the 
professionally-trained man the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon 
representatives, on campus

J

Gelling Engaged?

GET THE FACTS ON 
DIAMOND BUYING

’1

November 16th and 17thOn request we will forward o 
booklet “The Day You Buy A 
Diamond,** outlining what you 
should expect and get when 
you Invest In a diamond. It ex
plains how we con save you o 
great deal of money on this pur
chase.

Appointments should be made through the Student 
Placement Office. If this lime is not convenient, 
please contact us directly: 368-2751

!.. A■jk
‘“TRISTANA" is superb! Bravo, 
Bunuel! It tells a story of 
tremendous everpresent 
sexuality!"

“Certain to be mentioned for 
foreign-language honors! 
Magically directed and 
beautifully photographed!"

* l‘!m„by TU'S BUNUEL Staffing CATHERINE DENEUVE . FRANCO NERO m TRISTANA 
With FERNANDO RE V and LOLA GAOS • Written and Directed by LUIS BUNUEL • COLOR

l ivrsl f ew*n V#« York Ttmtt

Clarkson, Gordon &. Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Hugh Proctor 
4 Co.

Dlomond Deolers 
Suite 416. 

"The Colonode" 
Toronto

Phone 921-7702

ên WEEI0ÂT from 7 P.M. SâT. S SOW. from 2 P.M.
ADULT

Halifax • Saint John . Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto 
Hamilton • Kitchener • London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg 

Regina • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria INTERNATIONAL
l«ttRTAMMM*t CINEMA

rONGE AT KANO* HO • 4M-MOO
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Rolling Stones — 
Get Your Ya-Ya's Out

^ Ær Queenie before the Stones mellow 
somewhat and really get into Love 
in Vain and Midnight Rambler.

The Rolling Stones are back on ,bive ^ith *?* £&&& of the 
the scene to vocally and in- ay in Wuhlch the Rolhn8 Stones cut 
strumentally pounce on all that is flght. ,..rou8b ^lse 
most grotesque and obscene in our Lim, °f P°P romanticism. It 
culture. Get Your Ya-Ya’s Out 18 , !° typiPal °,f the non-obscured 
manages to mirror all your of today’s society that
feelings and throw them back at ,, 311(1 J*yf continue to
you in a self-conscious and mock you with. So, if you decide to 
rebellious manner. really hear it like it is, then you too

This live album captures the Probably get your ya-ya’s out! 
Stones as they really are; rough, Uriah Heap
raw, crude and occasionally off (Mercury SR - 01294) 
key and out of time. This is the first album of the new

Jumpin’ Jack Flash, Street British pop group Uriah Keep. It is 
Fighting Man, Honky Tonk a weak attempt at a heavy fusion of 
Women, and Sympathy For the rock and mellotron induced 
Devil serve as a radiating force of medieval harmonies. Uriah Keep 
sound which revolves around is inconsistent in their program 
Chuck Berry’s Carol and Little and can’t quite bridge the

between traditional tunes such as 
Come Away Melinda and their new 
ideas which are presented under 
the haunting premise of cuts such 
as Bird of Prey. The album comes 
through as being a competition of 
distantly related and terribly 
structured noise.
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AGYU
Just opened, the Art Gallery of York University has an impressive collection of work by 
the Fine Arts faculty. Wander down to N145, Ross Bldg., and take a look, or two, or three.

Excahtxr ■■ Tim Clark
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Dionysus in 70 is recreated
Dionysus was born again in the Eurlpedes^ br^nanT^la^on" the sn^Hm?5 hpa^^Th^ all become naturalism of the set is quite

Studio Lab Theatre on Queen battlftetween San reasoï and ?e ca8t movef remarkable. Don and Mary Kerr
Street last Saturday. Ernie Sch- SL paS aSîhe sSsitive Sn  ̂ have imProved the setting
wartz’s fantastic production of cast leading the audience ï a S g ^nacingly, sometimes brilliantly.
examnle* n't r’ ^ tvT 1 cla®sic series of highly active games in like manner6 until" a ^rourTof De-emphasizing the plot seems
been Renewed'as"Dirovsus^i’nh’70 Whi,Ch tUrn th,e whole crowd into a Nasties is formed. One wolf came Jjiave Zaus?d ,.the .^gge.st G,rand Funk are a group which
Deen renewed as Dionysus in 70 real group always reaches some at my date, I accepted the problem' Familiarity with the made it on quality and their latest
November JTheS L* h"* P^î.of my head' challenge and adopting the ap story 18 not necessary, but it does album, Closer to Home, is a pretty

fS J?lay »h b. The show is an organic thing and propriate defensiverostures and seem necessary if the significance fair indication of what makes them
deS a„d thàîulr Î ^Perfectly capable of growi„| and mannerisms =Zrter£ away «'the plot is lo become clear Tle so damn good. It presents a
Sicallv l»hwartP7 ,mProv.,ng- as the renewed from my mate firmly. This game blSgest change is the ending. Last foundation of some of their earlier
the uf If h P ^ production shows. The cast has didn’t get far as it could have that year’ Dl0nysus harangued the work, but the striking feature of
LmSted toe US68 itf become very much better at night. 6bLt the po™ MMes tre cr<™d from the scaffolding, the album is their® noticeable
imoortMl tiot baïd on Euri '“b'he the group in their games ol staggering for an intensive group Prophesying doom lor everyone musical maturity. Grand Funk
The°Bacchae ° Euripedes rhythm stimulation and bestial thing on the stage. d161"6- have applied their blues premise to

The admix of a classical TrPPk simulatioa h the former, the In the more conventional aspects This year, the ending is less some of the problems of today’s
Dlav andthetheatre nf grouPcast and audience, comes to of the theatre, Dionysus in ’70 is a dramatic, (or at least it seemed modern youth culture. They have
sensory and image eamesSlaved die stage and begins to dance, confident, well-planned produc- that way Saturday) but easier to also introduced some fine
with the audience developed bv the "iaking UP the>r own rhythms and tion. The set is a series of gradually appreciate. The cast, Euripedes’ keyboard work which is ap-
La Mama Company of New York in o we a11 reach a new rising hillocks of wooden boxes chorus playing the people of Preciably noticeable in cuts such
1968 has never failed to stimulate 1)631 together is a tremendous and that circle a large floor space Thebes, wander aimlessly among as Mark Farner s Get It Together,
some excitement in an audience at wonderful mystery. The beat centering on a round, red rug the group, making senseless The nine minutes and forty-seven

seems to grow among us until the illuminated by a circle of dim light sounds and unable to touch anyone, seconds of I’m Your Captain is
entire group is dancing to the new bulbs suspended from the ceiling. Meaning and action are dead, more than enough evidence of the
rhythm and improvisation from Die entire theatre is a vortex. The passion and desire are dead; the abilities and perhaps new trend of
the heart of the group leads to a audience is drawn physically dying zombies circulate among us Grand Funk Railroad,
new beat . It is ecstacy; dramatic, towards the play-ground, the while Dionysus stretches out on a The Band - Stage Fright 
mythic and religious ecstacy centre floor space. The random beach towel, smoking a corona (CapitolSW - 4251
recreated in the theatre. piles of boxes resemble rolling hills ci8ar- lording it over the populace

The second game I’ll call on another scale, and the diat dared to deny him his due.
If you see Dionysus in ’70, (and if 

you haven’t, you ought to; if you 
have you should see it again) go 
early. The mood is perfectly built 
by the cast in the role of highly 
personal ushers during the half 
hour before the play actually 
starts. The very reasonable 
student price is two dollars and 
fifty cents (only a quarter 
than a film for a whole universe of 
sensations).

Grand Funk Railroad — 

Closer to Home

In 1918, this man 
traveled the South 

with a portable 
electric chair.

This is the long awaited third 
album by The Band and is not only 
their worst effort but is a disap
pointing record in general. 
Musically, The Band have shifted 
their emphasis to encompass a 
larger rock scope. Lyrically the 
songs of Stage Fright are not 
drastically dissimilar to previous 
Band themes, however the album 
seems to lack the absolute honesty 
and dedication evident in their 
previous two albums. There 
some redeeming features in The 
Shape I’m In and Daniel And The 
Sacred Harp but these are not 
enough to pull Stage Fright up to 
the level of quality displayed in the 
past.

EXCALIBUR STAFF MEETING 
THURS. 1:00 to 3:00 P.M.&

THE PROGRAMME more
are

m
THEATRE ARTS “MS.1■HyN"

— Steve Gellerpresents
. Crowbar

(Capitol SKAO - 471)
We might miss Crowbar through 

lack of attention to the Band style. 
Crowbar is linked to the Band by 
the hand of the same master: 
Rompin’ Ronnie Hawkins. Besides 
being brilliant about music, 
Hawkins is a perfectionist who 
drills his groups for months in the 
crummiest joints to teach them 
how to perform. From what I hear, 
Crowbar, like the Band, parted 
company on good terms, simply 
anxious to follow their own road.

Their own road is somewhat 
different from that of the 
inimitable Band. They sing the 
blues. And they to it well, as good 
as Canned Heat at their best. Their 
blues swings with the driving 
sound of strong rhythm.

At the helm is King Biscuit Boy 
who plays one of the meanest harps 
around, as well as a good slide 
guitar. He’s backed by a strong 
rhythm section that keeps simple 
except for some smooth organ and 
piano.

What else is nice is the Canadian 
flavour. It’s nice to hear in 
“Biscuit’s Boogie” a blues story 
that has a Toronto setting. It’s 
friendlier.

THEATRE 301■ 1

FIRST EXERCISE

2 One Act Plays 
by Tennessee Williams

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER PRESENTS 
A JACK SMIGHT PRODUCTION ATKINSON GREAT HALL 

Friday November 6th
Green Bush Inn

Our new location is in the
ATKINSON 

DINING HALL
Thursday & Friday 4 p.m. to 12 

-Proof of Age Required- 
SPECIAL FEATURE 
THURSDAY NITE:

* York University Rugger Choir
* Free Admission 4 pm to 7:30
live entertainment

Join ns.

THE
TRAVELING

EXECUTIONER
at

1:30p.m. & 8:30p.m.

Saturday November 7th
at 8:30 p.m.

STARRING STACY KEACH 
CO STARRING MARIANA HILL 

METR0C0L0R
ADMISSION 50* S11

STARTS FRIDAT
Continuous Daily from 1:30

Do it together for 1/2 price!
BALMUtO ST. S. OF B100R . 922-3113 ™yr entertainm®nf bill in half and save over $200.00 at restaurants, theatres, sports, 

scotheques and pubs with "Passport to Toronto" entertainment booklet.
Available for only $1.95 in the Central Square, Hum.

YORKDALE
CINEMA

SHOPPING CENTRE . 717 0332
Bldg.

— Lloyd Chesley
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TAKE 3

By DAN MERKUR
I don’t believe in cult films, at least in H* 

cult films per se, because of the bullshit 
inherent to cultishness. A cult film can be 
likened to a charismatic political leader 
who gains support because of his 
sexual/ emotional appeal, and whose 
political theories are incoherent, or, at 
best, inconclusive.

(Films like those of Humphrey Bogart 
that gain neo-cultish following due to the 
independent discovery of their inherent 
worth are exempt ; as are politicians who 
gain a following for their ideas, and who 
happen to be charismatic.)

The problem with the cult films — The 
Graduate, Easy Rider, Five Easy Pieces 
— is that their success hinges on talented 
and sexy actors, while what is in fact 
touted as their virtues are the themes and 
philosophies expressed, as if to say that 
Nicholson’s winning smile, or Hoffman’s 
lovable schlemiel weren’t really the cause
of the films’ celebrity. —^nsHmam e *

Because, you see, the themes are in- __. u . ...... „ ,
fantile (anal stage); and the philosophies Dennis Hopper, Jack Nicholson, and Peter Fonda in Easy Rider.
are never expressed coherently, if at all.

r^r,aTrieht'arya"M ?»«S — -
^entity they fmd is not truly found ; it is an wants when it is convenient (like a girl so. Existentialism onlyy allows the
idJntîfv of rantaineAmfpr>ad^ from the altar > even though he had had his protagonists to be heroesXthout moral
menttty ofCaptam America is fantasy, a opportunity and refused her; and who is condemnation and existentialism also
S“s0Ut0freJeCt,0n°feStabliShed failure. ^ . denies^ragedy i^heir^ealhs^l'/lCapfain

duernauves. Thus Nichols intended that we see that America and Billy are heroes thev are not
Nicholson m h ive Easy Pieces is a hard egocentricity grounded in fantasy is bound tragic, merely existentialist ; and if they 

iVf not because he enjoys it; we are for failure; that in order for us to have are tragic, they are villains and not
shown he does not because he does not meaningful lives, truth and reality as well subject for sympathy,
want a genteel life as a concert musician; as humility and charity must be our 
which was his father s ideal. values. He failed, however, and his film

Benjamin Braddock can’t be bothered
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Ingmar Bergman poses the same 
questions, of the meaning of life and of 
love, of what constitutes a valid life, of who 
we are, and why. And Bergman asks them 
clearly, concisely, and in such a way that 
dispenses with most of the facile, 
inadequate answers with which we usually 
rationalize our way out of the un
comfortable position of being unable to 
find an answer, a true answer.Five Easy Pieces does not have a badly

expressed, cryptic and widely misun- Why Five Easy Pieces will play foris isrsjr-rss--srvs
-sSSS ~lhe - - ss-tss:*i&r**—*SastarS 5 his final sSatcK a brfde EaS? Ri?er °Peas with cocaine What does Five Easy Pieces say? That have written this piece,
is childish selfish and doomed to failure smugglers at work. Can anyone justify Uje itinerant hard hat life is good? That the As it stands, widely misinterpreted The 
SSfbS^iri “queS toe niweTof m,oral!ty °r fet*ic ^er life of a musician is bad? Is good? That the Graduate is a lie. Easy Rider is perverse

film to be d^namic and charïmTc ?o ^'ft lthis Planet? ,Jet the ‘1m protagonist is right? Wrong? as well. Five Easy Pieces is vague and
glorify that which is shown even when ma^fs them into Heroes, riding in glory All Five Easy Pieces says is that nebular. By paying for these films you 
what is shown is clearly’ false The Üftèn 1^lsy,?Pathfic' Nicholson is unhappy with his father’s encourage backers to continue to produce
philosophy of The Graduate as intended, destructive hiSïanitv d ultimately ®’ fhaPPy w»th his lack of values, similar crap. Do yourself a favour, see

destructive humanity. cannot stomach sophisticated artsy bit- something worthwhile for a change.

Fine Arts series
SHORT STORY 

CONTEST
Discover New Musicm m m

By PATRICK KUTNEY
The concert by the Dorian Woodwind Quintet at 

Burton Auditorium on October 19 ushered in the 1970- 
1971 Performing Arts series presented at York by the 
Faculty of Fine Arts. This year, the Faculty of Fine 
Arts has chosen to present solely 20th century 
classical pieces in the music portion of the Series, 
entitled “Discoveries in. . .New Music”.

The faculty must be admired for adhering to this 
maxim. 20th century classical music and its offshoot, 
electronic music, has never been given the support 
that other 20th century art forms have received. Just 
as painting involved into the abstracts of Picasso and 
his contemporaries and further, so too have classical 
composers come around to the point where the most 
radical term music as “pleasing sound” (at least to 
themselves).

Appreciation of modern music (post 1900) is more 
difficult than say, then appreciation of modern 
theatre. Part of this is due to lack of exposure. Radio, 
television, and live performances, from the solo in
strument to the symphony orchestra limit the 
number and frequency of modern works that they 
play. They prefer to play pieces that are popular with 
the public because of repeated playings or the great 
number of years they have existed. It’s a vicious 
circle.

Another stumbling block to appreciation is the 
music itself. In developing out of the romantic period, 
composers have abandoned many of the musical

forms and structuring employed by their 
predecessors.

Their are many new trends in this century. Im
pressionism and neo-classical music, with Debussy 
and Stravinsky as their chief exponents, respectively, 
was more prevalent in the earlier part of this century. 
12-tone music and atonal and polytonal music seem to 
be the most popular forms today. The former is based 

a tone-row, which is a basic melody derived from 
the 12 notes of the chronatic scale, while atonal music 
and polytonal music is music without key or in 
several keys at the same time.

Composers are exploring the spectrum of tonal 
possibilities of individual instruments and the or
chestra and, sometimes, fusing native music with 
classical, as Japanese composer Takemitsu has 
done. 20th century music is fascinating, but it 
requires an increased awareness on the listener.

Burton was perhaps half-empty for the Dorian 
Quintet’s performance. The disappointing turn-out is 
possibly partly attributable to the fact that the 
programme consisted of 20th century music. Cer
tainly the excellence of the Dorian woodwind Quintet 
cannot be denied.

Sponsored by Fountain Magazine of Founders College

The author of the best short story submitted is 
awarded $100.00. Direct submissions to Foun
tain, Room 006, Founders College, before 
December 1st, 1970.

on

Please note the following conditions:

1. The short story must be the work of a full-time student at 
York University,

2. The length of the work should be between one and five 
thousand words,

3. That contributors agree to the publication of entries in a 
volume of collected stories which Fountain Magazine intends 
to release at Christmas,

FounU thCre 1)6 3 panel of iudies who will be invited by

5. That all entries should be typewritten.

For further information call us at 635-2363.

You are urged to attend the remaining concerts. A 
good deal of incite into 20th century music should be 
garnered from John Beckwith’s lecture, “Radicalism 
in Modern Music on February 10 at Burton.************************

* TOPLESS DANCERS I
Nightly from 8:45 to 1 am ^

Also Friday Afternoon 3:30 to 6 pm 
and Saturday Afternoon 2 to 5 pm

Live Music
Nightly from 8:45 to 1 am 

Also Friday Afternoon 3:30to 6 pm

an<p||^^ e'IpIOA L L E pm
89 Avenue Road

Free Monday thru Thursday offer 7 p.m. r-
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

AGYU ARTISTS 
ON CAMPUS

* *
* *
* * Works by teaching 

Members of the 
Faculty of Fine Arts

* *
* *
* ART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERSITY 

Ross Building N.145 Mondays - Fridays 11-5 to November 13

*
* *
* *

“imu *
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Copy supplied by Department of Information

Thursday, Nov. 5
10:00 a.m. - Illustrated Talk — on “Applications of Remote Sensing in 

Earth Resources Analysis and Pollution Control” by Mr. Robin Welch, 
Assistant to the Director of the Earth Satellite Corp., Berkley, Cal. — 
sponsored by the Dept, of Geography and Atkinson College Dept, of 
Natural Science; all welcome; Room N306, the Ross Bldg. Mr. Welch will 
speak again on the same topic at 7:00 p.m. this evening in Room F, 
Stedman Lecture Halls.

9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. - United Appeal Bazaar — gift items — proceeds 
will go to the United Appeal ; Lobby of Vanier College.

9:50 a.m. & 1:00 p.m. - Film — “Background to Latin America” (1 
hour) — sponsored by the Division of Linguistics and Language Training; 
all welcome; Room S128, the Ross Building.

12 noon - Public Lecture-Demonstration — on Sikkim — by Professor 
Frederic Lieberman, head of the programme in Ethnomusicology at 
Brown University, Providence R.I.; all interested persons welcome; 
Room 014, Steacie Science Library.

2:00 p.m. - Lecture — Dr. Solitar, Chairman, Dept, of Mathematics, 
will give a talk entitled “Homomorphisms” or “Simplification Without 
Obfuscation” — interested persons welcome; Room S137, the Ross 
Building.

2:00 p.m. - Political Science Meeting — student class representatives 
— Room S201, the Ross Building.

2:00 p.m. - York Photographic Society meeting — Room N301, the Ross 
Building.

2:00 p.m. - Film — “Protest & Communication” — 6th film of the 
Civilization series — sponsored by the Faculty of Fine Arts ; all welcome ; 
Room I, Lecture Hall #2.

3:00 p.m. - Lecture — Values of Dance — in History, ‘Kings and 
Commoners’ by Peter Brinson; sponsored by the Programme in Dance, 
Faculty of Fine Arts ; Room C, Stedman Lecture Halls.

4:00 p.m. - Symposium — on the question of "Global Energy used in 
same hours as Central Square the 21st Century” — sponsored by the Vanier Encounter Group; all in- 
Coffee Shop, has standard terested persons welcome; Senior Tutor’s apartment, Room 106, Vanier 
cafeteria service. College.

Law students and faculty have 4:90 p.m. - midnight - Green Bush Inn — live entertainment by the 
close proximity to the Osgoode York University Rugger Choir; admission free until 7:30 p.m., thereafter 
Hall Lunch Room, open Monday 25t; Atkinson College Dining Hall.
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. - Christian Fellowship Meeting — Social and Debates Room, 
3:30 p.m. and featuring hot and .001, McLaughlin College.
cold buffet. 4:00 p.m. - Seminar — Classical Chinese and Tibetan Music by Prof.

College Dining Halls and two Lieberman, Brown University; interested persons welcome — Room 014, 
serveries are in the first college Steacie Science Library.
complex. Two hot entrees are 7:30 p.m. - Films — “Death on the Highway” from the NET Journal, 
offered at lunch and dinner along “You are on Indian Land” and “Ballad of Crowfoot” from the ‘Challenge

llf, . . with cold plates, sandwiches, and for Change Series’, NFB; limited seating ; Room E, Stedman Lecture
vnicKen in a Basket , soups, as many as 16 different desserts. Halls ; sponsored by the Programme in Film, Faculty of Fine Arts.

The Pizza Pitt, in Central ^ads’ cold plates, or sandwiches. During the weekday the serveries
Square, is open all day until 1:00 UPCTtrorn8:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. have coffee hours twice a day. E, Lecture Hall #2.
a.m. during the week and from 9:00 ay throug*1 Thursday and Awaiting the completion of the Friday, Nov. 6
a.m. until 1:00 a.m. on the °-30 a m-to 3:30 p.m. on Friday, college residence, the Stong 12:30 p.m. - Public Meeting —of the Task Force; to discuss oral briefs,
weekends, as well as delivering, the Central Square Coffee Shop is College servery is open Monday suggestions and questions from faculty and students of Glendon; Senate

The Buttery, located in the first dosed on weekends. through Friday only. Board Chamber, Glendon.
college complex, offers an alter- Atkinson Coffee House, with the Although they don’t serve meals, 11:00 a-m- " Film — “Czar to Lenin” eyewitness film of the Russian 

w the college coffee shops offer Revolution; sponsored by York Young Socialists — all welcome;
coffee, other beverages and small (donations) — Room L, Lecture Hall #2.
snacks at almost any time during 2:00p.m., 7:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m. - Films — “Butch Cassidy and the Sun 
the day, and boast of such colourful Dance Kid” — sponsored by ‘Frameworks’, Dept, of Instructional Aid
names as The Orange Snail Resources; open to the York community; admission $1; Room 1, Lecture
(Stong) and Argh (McLaughlin). Hall #2-
Founders’ Cock & Bull claims a 3:00 p.m. - Lecture — Values of Dance — in Choreography, Licence 
“good sale on doughnuts and coffee and Duty by Peter Brinson ; sponsored by Programme in Dance, Faculty 
every day and seven different of Fine Arts, Room C. Stedman Lecture Halls, 
varieties of potato chips”. All the 3:30 p.m. - Lecture — “Lasers and Their Applications” — first of a 
coffee shops are open weekends scries of lectures for high school students; by Prof. A. Carswell, Dept, of 
and most have live entertainment Physics, York; sponsored by Faculty of Science. Call 635-3441 for further 
on Friday and Saturday evenings.

The coffee shop in College F, 4:00 p.m.-Film — “The Inheritance” a labour union film—although a 
located in Steacie and opening next History class, extra seating available; Room D, Stedman Lecture Halls, 
week, will be the only one to serve 7:00 p.m. - Supper Trip to Chinatown — sponsored by Vanier College — 
meals as it must accommodate its 311 interested Vanier students, staff and faculty are asked to sign up in the 
students until a dining hall is built. Master’s Office, Vanier College.

Located now in Atkinson College, Saturday, Nov. 7
the Green Bush Inn, the campus 10:00 a m- " Writing Workshop — 14 week course — fee $60 — spon- 
pub, is a corporation run by sored by the Centre for Continuing Education; Rooms Alll & 141, York 
students. Offering live en- Hall, Glendon (635-2502).
tertainment on Thursday and x 10:00 a.m. - Creative Writing — 14 week course — $75 fee — sponsored 
Friday from 4:00 p.m. until mid- by the Centre for Continuing Education ; Room A107, Glendon.

10:00 a.m. - Recreational Soccer — soccer field — York Campus.
8:30 p.m. - midnight - Student Dance — sponsored by the Legal and 

Literary Society; all welcome; tickets available at the door; Student 
Common Room, Osgoode Hall Law School.

Sunday, Nov. 8
2:00 p.m. - Badminton — upper gym ; Tait McKenzie Building.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. - Film — “John and Mary” — sponsored by Winters 

r. j t*.6 £°mm‘ttee ,on (he College Council — open to York Community ; admission $1; (Winters 
Duff-Berdahl Renort wishes to College students —75() Room L, Lecture Hall #2. 
mvolve member', of the University 
in a consideration of the governing
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MAC'S MILK FELLOWSHIP
At a special presentation, October 21, attended by Dr. Gerald A.P. Carrothers, Dean of the 
Faculty of Environmental Studies (left) and Dr. Walter B. Carter, Chairman of the Senate 
Committee on Scholarships and other Awards (right), Mac's Milk President, Ken 
McGowen presents the first $2,000 Mac's Milk Fellowship in Environmental Studies to 
graduate student Belinda Sugarman. A York graduate, Belinda obtained her B.A. degree 
with distinction in history and urban studies, in 1969. Last year she enroled in graduate 
work towards her Master's Degree in Environmental Studies and during the summer 
months worked as a research assistant for Professor Alex Murray, studying the inter
relation of human behaviour and housing at Edgely, a mixed public and private housing 
development near Steeles Avenue and Jane St.

Where to eat at York
At almost any time, a member of native to those who fancy just a 

the York University staff, faculty, light snack, a hot dog or ham- 
or student body is only moments burger. During the week the 
away from a fresh cup of coffee, a Buttery is open all day until 1:00 
tasty snack, or a hot meal. a.m. and from 1:30p.m. until 11:00 

p.m. on the weekends.Just opening this week is Stong
College’s French Cafe, Le Soup- The Central Square Coffee Shop 
con, open 9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. on offers hot meals three times a day 
weekdays and serving a different and has several alternatives to the 
hot entree each day as well as hot entree of the day: hot meat sand- 
and cold hors d oeuvres, onion wiches in the “mini-del”, various 
soup, salad, French pastries, seafood selections from the 
croissants, cheeses, fresh fruit, “Fisherman’s Wharf”, waffles 
and special coffee.

8:00 p.m. - Students International Meditation Society Meeting — Room

Organizations recruiting at York
The following organizations will be on campus to meet with 

students regarding employment. Students are invited to contact the 
STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICES (Temporary Office Bldg.) to 
arrange appointments.

Date on campus Company

Mon. Nov. 9 The Upjohn Co.
of Canada

Mon. Nov. 9 Dominion Life
Assurance Co.

Tues. Nov. 10 Bell Canada

Degree and position
information.

B.A., B.Sc. - Technical 
sales positions 
All disciplines - Sales 
positions
B.A., B.Sc. - Management 
trainee all departments 
B.A. - Economics majorsThurs. Nov. 12 Royal Bank 

of Canada
Thurs. Nov. 12 Xerox of Canada B.A. - all disciplines

(economics preferred) 
- Sales trainee

Fri. Nov. 13 Xerox of Canada B.A. - all disciplines - 
Sales trainee

night, the Inn is licensed and offers 
drinks and sandwiches.

Duff-Berdahl needs 
help on structure

Faculty briefs
7:30 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass — Room 107, Stedman Lecture Halls.

■mm e iSEEEi
, 3 xk ’ ph,1^?hy;« AtknT" has just had his (C) the relations between Senate Tait McKenzie Building.

SJSftfiîTAsa? dÆ£-^^^
pnmr taw Dumiuon . . . . , between the University and ex- Building.M ,' 1 N F HOWARD, psychology, has received a three-year temal bodies — the Government 4:00 p.m. - Public Lecture — “The Uses and Abuses of African 

National Research Council grant of $42,000 for a study on visual-motor co- and the CUA. History” by John E. Flint, Chairman, Dept, of History, Dalhousie
DDnr uADAinr»niA»T . .. . . . , . ,. .. Anyone wishing to participate as University; sponsored by the Dept, of History; Room E, Stedman Lec-PROF. HAROLD KAPLAN, political science, has been elected to the a member of one of these sub- hire Halls

ICpnnprinâ^pi?'rAVT - u ■ i a »• u u . . , . .. committees should forward his 4:00 p.m. - Film — “Nobody Waved Goodbye” — although a
Canadian S™nas™i££”f Fametth.sTeïaw^t^éarïh Est“îo T th“é Humanl,leS ClaSS'extra seal”8 available; «”°m '•Lec,me HaU “■
grant of «3,300 by the Youth and RecrMtion Department of the Depart- Secretary of the University no 4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - Colloi&n - for High School Teachers of
rwf/Ü °f,FSCT ? °f 0nta,ri° for ,a study °” H‘sfPry and Recreation in later than November 25. The French, theme “High School and University : How to Bridge the Gap in 
Ontario .Dr. Taylor was also made a member of mission metrodome , Committee will select additional French Studies” — sponsored jointly by the Dept, of French Literature 
Tnrwpany t0 determine the feasibility of building a domed stadium m sub-committee members from and the Division of Linguisitcs and Language Training — Room 118 
loronto. among those names submitted. Winters College.
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In the dungeon

Yeomen lose to last vV-j|

■ % .

Dyer was sidelined with an injured 
A helmet was thrown in the air knee and John Harris was ill. Ron 

and a muddy player leaped off the McNeil, the Yeomen’s tough little 
bench and ran to embrace a halfback, started the game off for 
teammate at center field. The the Yeomen with a 21 yard romp 
uniform, seen dimly through its but two plays later his leg was 
coating of grime was, however, broken as a Laurentian tackier 
white and gold and blue.

There was no joy in the Mudd- McNeil’s run set up the opening 
ville back of the arena Saturday as score, a 29 yard single from the toe 
the Yeomen had struck out. Their of Dickie Dickinson, 
final time at bat for the 1970 After the single the Voyageurs 
Central Canada Intercollegiate marched from the 25 to the 52, 
Football Conference season saw briefly gave up the ball and then 
them bombed, 28-1 by the started off again when the 
Laurentian Voyageurs.

The game fought Saturday was Larry Iaccino. Pete Schopfer 
to decide which team, either York returned the compliment to Jack 
or Laurentian would rest in the Hurst in the endzone.
CCIFC’s dungeon. Schopfer’s key interception only

The whoop’s of joy came from delayed matters as York punted 
Laurentian because they had and Laurentian returned the ball to 
finally broken out of an almost the Yeomen 33. Quarterback Hurst 
three year winless streak. The relied on Russ Steel going up the 
Voyageurs’ previous wins came in middle and in four plays Steel went 
1968 when they downed the new in for the opening major from the 
bom York Yeomen in a exhibition York 13. Doug Radwick kicked the 
game and then in the first game of convert.
the season defeated the Windsor After the kickoff both York and 
Lancers. Laurentian gave up the ball. On the

York’s only CCIFC victory came Voyageurs’ kick the ball squished 
last yeaf when they defeated out of the hands of the Yeomen

receiver and Laurentian 
As in every game this year York recovered. Wally Schpitzar 

let the breaks get to them. A couple smashed in for the touchdown from 
of fumbles and an interception the eight on the first play. The 
again hurt the Yeomen. Lauren- convert was called for illegal 
tian seemed to have more deter- procedure and at the end of the half 
mination than the Yeomen to break the score was 13-1 for the 
out of the winless jinx. Voyageurs.

The Yeomen were also without allowed only small gams and plays 
fan support. Twenty-four fans stopped when the ball carrier lost 
started the game and about forty his footing on the swamp called the 
were present at the end, most of York football field. At one point 
them from Sudbury. Larry Iaccino slipped and fum-

The York team was without bled. Bob Ley recovered for 
some key men Saturday as Ken Laurentian. Don Woddell hit his

By ROB ROWLAND way in this time and Steel kicked 
the convert to make it 20-1 as the 
third quarter closed.

In the fourth coach Nobby 
Wirkowski alternated quar
terbacks Rick Frisby and Larry 
Iaccino, which helped York’s of
fensive somewhat. The Yeomen 
were stymied, however, by the 
mud and the rough defense of the 
Voyageurs. Street-fight play 
characterized much of the quarter 
and at one point fighting broke out 
after a piling on at the York bench. 
Later, another scuffle broke out on 
the field and double roughing was 
called. The red and white was then 
called for objectional conduct 
toward a referee and the 
Voyageurs got a ten yard edge for 
a first down the York 38. Hurst 
passed to Guy Vetrie in the end- 
zone from a second down on the 
York 34 and then hit Vetrie again 
for a two point convert, making the 
final score 28-1.

One difference was apparent 
between the two cellar dwellers on 
Saturday. The Laurentian team 
was alive throughout the game. 
They came on the field determined 
to win that football contest. York, 
on the otherhand, came on rather 
unsure of themselves and won
dering if this wouldn’t be another 
loss. It was.

It is said that an expansion team 
just can’t win. Several years ago 
the New York Mets were a big joke 
but because they were the Mar
velous Mets of the Miracle they 
won the World Series in ’69. It 
should be sunny and warm 294 days 
from today when training camp 
opens for the Yeomen’s third 
season. Perhaps, next year will be 
different.

F>

smashed into him.

Voyageurs picked off a pass from

Coach Nobby Wirkowski advises mud-spattered quarterback, 
Rick Frisby, on his next play late in the third quarter of Satur
day's game. But York fell to defeat 28-1 at the hands of 
Laurentian and their own mud-ladden field.

Rugger Yeomen 
finish second

Laurentian 19-6.

into the muddy battle with their
The York Rugger Yeoman usual zest, seemed to lack the fire 

completed their last week of league that would have characterized a 
play with a win and a loss. At Trent critical game. The experience of 
on Wednesday, under the lights, the Queen’s team quickly became 
the Yeoman played a hard game in apparent and they soon found 
which neither team managed to York’s weaknesses and piled on 
score a try. Territorially it was seventeen points.
York’s game and the forwards Finally let it be said that the 
worked well keeping the pressure spirit of Rugger is far from dead, 
close to the Trent line. With hard Tonight the Rugger Club present 
hitting from both sets of backs, “The Jock Strap Ensemble” in 
however, neither side had the concert at the Green Bush, while 
penetration needed to score. This the Rugger Club Ice Hockey 
has been a recurring problem in Society is welcoming challenges 
the York team, who otherwise have from any similar amateur club, 
worked well with good spirit and There will also be rugger in the 
determination. A penalty kick spring so if you would like to 
from Doug Major gave York a pursue this call Mr. Nancekevill at 
deserved victory and the game 3818. 
ended at 3-0.

On Saturday York travelled to 
Kingston to meet the league 
champions, Queens, in a contest 
that was to have no influence on the 
final standings. The atmosphere 
was therefore somewhat relaxed 
before the game and York, 
whereas they threw themselves

By COLIN MEADS

Oarsmen row in top waters
Anyone who knows anything The OQAA frosh race will un- and York had to fight it out with

about York’s rowing history will doubtedly remain in the minds of a Western for 2nd place. Brock won
know we are far from being well- lot of people for a long while. York the race by 3 boat lengths and York 
known. That is why the crew was placed 2nd to Western by one finished 3rd, half a length behind 
so pleased when they finished 2nd second in their morning heat. The Western.
only to Brock at a McMaster crews that qualified for the 2,000 Like they always say: “There’s 
University Regatta two weeks ago. meter final were U of T, Trent, always next year” Next year 
Nine boats were entered in the Western 1, Western 2, Brock, and York needs more support. This 
race, with York having 2 crews. At York. York started the race well, year’s crew will be keeping in 
the half way point, both York’s staying about the middle of the shape throughout the winter for 
crews were well back of the pack. pack. Then at the 1,000 meter next year’s Jr. Varsity race, but 
But with 500 meters to go, York’s mark, after lengthening out the we’ll need at least a new frosh crew 
heavy frosh, stroked by Peter stroke, and a number of hard sets next year. . .So beginning next 
Sparrow Short pulled up on the called by coxswain John Douglas, September, let’s support York’s
leaders and caught all but Brock. York began to move on the leaders, rowing team.
The light crew finished 8th. With only 200 meters to go, York________________ In tuning up for this weekends

After that race, the crew was had 2nd place clenched and was ~ - Z “ " OIAA league championships the
confident heading into the OQAA only one quarter boat length from I ■ ■ ■-»-» — — — - F* JÊ York cross-country team travelled
championships on October 31. All Western and first place. Suddenly AA | ^1 III E 1 I E 1 Jj —to the University of Western On-
last week they practiced twice Western’s coxswain steered a ■ tario to compete in their annual
daily for the big race — 5:30 a.m. course directly across York’s bow. By PHIL CRANLEY Yeomen was the new group formed five mile Invitational Cross-
on the water and 5:00 p.m. for York’s boat was forced into a sharp With only 1 minute and 21 this year by coach Purcell. Kent Country Race. Although the teams
calisthenics. starboard turn slowing the boat seconds remaining in the game, Pollard centres for right-winger from the OQAA were a lot stronger

All year, York has done poorly in down immensely. York finished 1)011 Fraser of the York Alumni Rick Bowering and left-winger Ron than the young York squad, Dr.
every class other than frosh. We 3rd, about one foot behind Brock team scored his third goal of the Mark, a new-comer who played for Taylor felt that the experience
just haven’t had the experienced and one half a boat length behind night to snatch victory from the Harvard U. last year. Mark had a gained from this meet would help
oarsmen necessary to compete in Western. After the race, York varsity Yeomen. The Yeomen did goal and an assist, Bowering a them in their future races,
the Junior and Heavy Varsity lodged a formal protest against the manage to put the puck in the net goal, and Pollard assisted on both Leading the York squad was 
races. It was the same on Satur- Western crew and unbelievably, 30 seconds later, but the goal was of his linemates’ goals. Dave Smith who broke the existing
day. York entered freshman crew the officials called a re-race for disallowed by the referee, who Rodger Bowness scored an record for the five mile course by
against other schools with crews of 3:30 in the afternoon. ruled that the puck had been unassisted goal on one of his 36 seconds. This gave Dave an
3 and 4 years experience. York The second time around just kicked. Fraser was the standout patented rushes, and Bob Modray excellent second place finish only
placed last in both Junior and wasn’t the same for York. Right f°r the Alumni who were bolstered made no mistake on a rebound seconds behind the International
Heavy Varsity races. from the gun, Brock took the lead considerably by five members of after a pretty passing play with cross-country runner Grant

the varsity team, including first Steve Latinovitch and Murray McLaren from the University of
string goalie Bill (Goldie) Holden. Stroud. This line also produced the Western Ontario.
Holden played the first two periods goal which was disallowed. Ken Hamilton turned in a much
for the Alumni and allowed three The Alumni game was an improved performance 
goals, but played extremely well in essential part of conditioning for finished the five mile course in
the first period to keep the varsity the Yeomen, since they played the 27.37 minutes to take seventeenth
goal production down to one. He whole game with only three place. Close behind Ken were
held the Alumni in the game by defencemen. Kosoy, Galipeau, and Ashley Deans and Malcolm Smith
making numerous key saves as the Bruce Penny played with poise, but who turned in good performances
Yeomen outshot the Alumni 20-6, in they were justifiably exhausted at and finished in 28.23 minutes and
the period. the final buzzer. Similarly Don 28.25 minutes respectively. John

West and Ed Zuccato, who played Blackstone and Greg Barnett
George Corn played well for the on the Alumni side, were put added to the team with strong

Alumni, bagging a goal and an through the mill. finishes in 30.15 minutes and 30.46
assist. His goal was a beautiful The reunited Yeomen now take minutes.
effort on a penalty shot after he on the Guelph Gryphons, in The team is now into the final 
had been pulled down from behind Guelph, this Tuesday (Nov. 3), in stages of training to defend their 
while breaking into the clear. Jack preparation for their epic battle league title. The team has held this 
Deline got the third Alumni goal on with the U of T Varsity Blues at the title for the last three years and 
the assist from Corn. York arena next Tuesday (Nov. will try to defend it on Saturday in

The outstanding line for the 10), at 8:00 p.m. High Park.

York runners 
train for 
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